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 Despite the burgeoning literature documenting the effects of breast-feeding on cognition 
and educational attainment over the past several decades, there remains important gaps in our 
knowledge regarding whether this relationship is dictated by sociodemographic factors. The 
current investigations, which examined the literature on the effects of breast-feeding on 
cognition and educational attainment in children, adolescents, and older adults addressed these 
gaps. Chapter 2 was an up-to-date global systematic review of population studies in individuals ≤ 
25 years and ≥ 25 years of age. Results indicate that the majority of published studies conducted 
by researchers demonstrated a positive relationship between the effect of breast-feeding on 
cognitive outcomes and educational attainment. Additionally, findings highlighted the 
importance of possible confounders and how adjusting for them can change the relationship 
between breast-feeding and cognition and educational attainment.  Chapter 3 investigated the 
breast-feeding-cognition/educational attainment relationship across race, as well as whether 
mother-child stimulation might mediate this relationship. The National Longitudinal Study of 
Adolescent to Adult Health (Add Health) was used to examine the effect of being breast-fed or 
not, and duration on cognitive outcomes and grade point average (GPA). Results indicate that 
individuals who were breast-fed had slightly higher GPAs and performance on both a vocabulary 
test and a number recall test compared to adolescents who were not breast-fed. There was an 
effect for race, but no interaction between race and breast-feeding. Mother-child stimulation had 
a limited effect on the relationship between breast-feeding and cognitive outcomes and GPA. 
Chapter 4 explored whether the effect observed in adolescence persists into older adulthood. The 
Reasons for Geographic and Racial Differences in Stroke (REGARDS) Cohort was used to 
examine this relationship in adults age  ≥ 45 years. The covariates included sex of adolescent, 
race (Black or White), maternal education, paternal education, maternal smoking history, number 
of other children mother has, resident location (urban/not-urban), and a financial adversity index. 
This was a composite score consisting of yes or no responses to (1) do you have health 
insurance, (2) have you been employed within the past 12 months, (3) are you on public 
assistance, and (4) do you have enough money to pay your bills?  Results show that self-report 
history of being breast-fed did not current predict performance on cognitive tests. Additionally, 
neither race nor sex moderated this relationship between breast-feeding and cognition. Overall, 
evidence from the review and two studies highlight the important of assessing the effect of 
breast-feeding on cognition and educational attainment in populations with varying confounding 
factors, however, while some of the results are inconsistent with our hypothesis, replication is 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 
 
1.1. Purpose of the dissertation introduction 
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the relationship of having been breast-
fed on cognitive outcomes and educational attainment in adolescents and older adults. Results 
from the current studies will shed light on the racial and geographic disparities in breast-feeding 
and may inform our understanding of how we can evaluate the link between breast-feeding and 
health in communities of different confounding structures.  
1.2 Motivation 
This section discusses three factors that motivate the research undertaken in this 
dissertation. First, although human breast milk has long been associated with many health 
benefits for infants, evidence concerning the effect of breast-feeding on cognitive health have 
been mixed.  Second, despite breast-feeding rates in the Unites States (U.S.) having improved 
over time, national estimates indicate substantial differences between non-Hispanic black and 
non-Hispanic white infants across breast-feeding indicators in the U.S. (CDC, 2017). Third, there 
is a need to further understand whether any effects of breast-feeding on cognitive development 
persist beyond infancy and into adolescence, young adulthood and later life, and what factors 
associated with breast-feeding may contribute to this effect.    
1.3 Scope  
 The aim of this project is to expand upon current research on the effects of breast-feeding 
on early life and later life cognitive outcomes, focusing on the interaction of individual level 
factors (such as race), familial level factors (such as parental age, educational attainment, socio-
economic status and occupation), and environmental level factors (such as urban or rural, region 




 This chapter serves to lay the theoretical foundation of all subsequent chapters.   
For decades, there has been considerable research on the protective role of breast milk for 
infectious illnesses in infants. Although the predominant view underscores the beneficial effects 
of breast-feeding for both the mother and infant (Eidelman, 2012; Hamdan & Tamim, 2012; 
Stuebe, 2009), as of 2011, 81.% of mothers in the U.S. were initiating breastfeeding, 44% of 
infants were exclusively breast-fed to 3 months of age, and only 22.3% to six months of age 
(CDC, 2017). In the most recent National Immunization Survey fewer than 69.4% of black 
mothers initiate breast-feeding compared to 85.9% of white mothers, and 84.6% of Hispanic 
mothers (CDC, 2017). A number of studies within the past several years published by the 
international research community show why these trends should be of concern.  
What may cause women of a particular race/ethnicity or culture to breast-feed or not? 
Perhaps there are salient variables in the environment that influences ones decision. In addition 
to exploring race/ethnicity as a potential variable associated with breast-feeding, it is also worth 
highlighting that environmental, psychosocial, and behavioral exposures drive racial disparities, 
and race/ethnicity may be a proxy for meaningful variables.   
1.4 Proposed Breast-feeding Mechanisms 
 Previous studies conducted by researchers have shown that nutrients and antibodies in 
breast-milk provide better protection against a wide range of illnesses such gastroenteritis 
(Kramer et al., 2001), diarrhea, ear infection, and pneumonia (“The Surgeon General’s Call to 
Action to Support Breastfeeding). A collaborative study team at the World Health Organization 
(WHO) found that compared to breast-fed infants, non-breast-fed infants younger than 2 months 
of age have 6 times the odds ratio of mortality from acute respiratory infection and diarrhea 




developed countries,” 2000). In industrialized countries with lower incidence of infectious 
disease, there are also myriad of studies showing that breast-feeding protects against acute 
infections, asthma, and obesity (Schack-Nielsen & Michaelsen, 2007; “The Surgeon General’s 
Call to Action to Support Breastfeeding). While many nutrients in breast-milk contribute to the 
overall physical well being of the infant, essential dietary omega-3 fatty acids important in brain 
growth and function have been found to be particularly significant in cognitive development. 
One proposed mechanism that may explain the beneficial effects of breast-milk involves 
long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LC-PUFA), specifically n-3 docosahexaenoic acid 
(DHA), and n-6 arachidonic acid (AA or ARA) that are richly present in human milk, but not in 
cow’s milk or most infant formulas. DHA is involved in cell signaling, regulation of gene 
expression and neuronal development (Calderon & Kim, 2004; Kitajka et al., 2004). Previous 
studies have shown that DHA availability is strongly correlated to cognitive development and 
learning and memory, (Ryan et al., 2010) and that deficiencies in levels of DHA may 
compromise neurodevelopment in infants (Souza, Fernandes, & Carmo, 2011). AA a is fatty acid 
known to be involved in cell signaling pathways that activate the growth and repair of neurons 
and, protection against oxidative stress (Darios & Davletov, 2006; Wang, Liang, Li, Yu, & Yin, 
2006).   
Both DHA and AA are highly concentrated in the retina and brain (SanGiovanni & Chew, 2005), 
and amass in the brain during the first postnatal months, leading researchers to suggest that they 
contribute to the enhanced intellectual development in breast-fed children compared with those 
who were fed with unsupplemented formula (Auestad et al., 2003; Horwood & Fergusson, 
1998). A meta-analysis conducted by Simmer and colleagues, however, found that feeding-term 




or physical growth (Simmer, Patole, & Rao, 2011). Additionally, some researchers comparing 
breast-fed and formula formula-fed infants unfortunately find between group differences in 
intellectual development outcomes that are compounded by differences in infant diet, mother’s 
SES, education, or lifestyle choices that can potentially affect cognitive development (Scott & 
Binns, 1999; Walfisch, Sermer, Cressman, & Koren, 2013). Thus, concerns have caused 
researchers to consider that it may be environmental conditions, such as mother-infant 
relationship, and not breast-milk, per se, that are decisive factors in shaping cognitive 
development.   
 The second proposed mechanism that may contribute to the beneficial effects of breast-
feeding on cognitive development is the physical and social interaction between mother and 
infant (J. R. Britton, Britton, & Gronwaldt, 2006; Papp, 2014; Rochat et al., 2016). In preterm 
infants, the long-term effects of skin-to-skin contact is related to better cognitive and motor 
development at 6 months of age and better cognitive control at age ten (Feldman & Eidelman, 
2003; Feldman, Eidelman, Sirota, & Weller, 2002). In a study conducted by Britton and 
colleagues (2006), the quality of mother-infant interaction at 6 months, rather than the type of 
feeding, predicted security of attachment. The underlying mechanism that may be contributing to 
this attachment effect is maternal oxytocin concentrations released after the activation of sensory 
nerves and in response to stimulation of the skin. Oxytocin is a hormone that plays a crucial role 
in parent-infant interactions, and elevated concentrations of it contribute to positive feelings in 
the mother and enhance her bonding to the infant (Cooijmans, Beijers, Rovers, & de Weerth, 
2017; Feldman, Gordon, Schneiderman, Weisman, & Zagoory-Sharon, 2010). This is in turn, has 
been posited to improve quality of maternal caregiving behavior. Perhaps, mothers who choose 




ambiguity regarding the association between breast-feeding and mother-child relationship is a 
difficult one to disentangle when it may be the case that mothers who choose to breast-feed may 
be positively or negatively selected on characteristics that also bear on developing interactions 
with the child (Papp, 2014). Some confounding demographics such as age, education, marital 
status, and SES (Jacobson & Jacobson, 2006; Walfisch et al., 2013) may explain the benefits of 
breast-feeding on cognitive development, making the mechanism of mother-child relationship 
difficult to unravel.    
1.5 Potential confounding factors 
 The continuing debate of whether breast-feeding exerts its direct advantage on child 
cognition, or is contingent upon favorable individual and community-level variables remains 
unclear. A dearth of research suggests that there are fundamental differences between mothers 
who choose to breast-feed, and those who do not. Some determining factors include age of 
mother, cultural norms, whether the mother is a smoker, SES, participation in the Special 
Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC), healthcare support, 
and parental support.  
1.6 Influence of demographics 
 Despite extensive knowledge about the health benefits of breast-feeding, there are 
multiple factors that influence a woman’s decision to initiate and continue breastfeeding (Forste 
& Hoffmann, 2008; Reeves & Woods-Giscombe, 2015; “The Surgeon General’s Call to Action 
to Support Breastfeeding). Individuals barriers such as lack of knowledge about breast-feeding, 
pain or discomfort during breast-feeding, unsupportive social support for mothers, or stopping 
breast-feeding to return to work (Chapman & Pérez-Escamilla, 2012; Reeves & Woods-




Wenjun, & Acosta, 2002) being married, (Peterson & Da Vanzo, 1992) and being foreign-born 
(Singh, Kogan, & Dee, 2007) have been shown to be positively associated with breast-feeding. 
Singh and colleagues (2007) found a greater likelihood of breast-feeding among socially and 
economically advantaged groups in the United States. Mothers with higher levels of education 
and income are also more likely to breast-feed compared to their counterparts (Celi, Rich-
Edwards, Richardson, Kleinman, & Gillman, 2005). Several studies conducted by researchers 
suggest that poor women, and those with less education are less likely to breast-feed infants 
(Kaufman, Deenadayalan, & Karpati, 2010). However, researchers have found that in African 
American women increases in income does not correct for the disparities in breast-feeding rates. 
An analysis of the 1999-2006 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey showed that 
although African American women with high incomes are more likely to breastfeed than were 
African American women of low incomes, African American women were less likely to 
breastfeed than were women of other races, regardless of socioeconomic status (McDowell, 
Wang, & Kennedy-Stephenson, 2008). This may suggest other sociocultural or contextual factors 
at play that may influence breast-feeding disparities. 
1.7 Race/Ethnicity 
 Although the reasons for disparities in breast-feeding rates are complex, rates in the U.S. 
continue to highlight the racial differences in infant feeding practices (Colen & Ramey, 2014). 
African Americans continue to have the lowest breast-feeding rates of initiation (60%), 
continuation at 6 months (28%) and 12 months (13%) compared with other ethnic groups 
(Chapman & Pérez-Escamilla, 2012). The United States estimates indicate substantial 
differences between non-Hispanic black and non-Hispanic white infants across breast-feeding 




women is concerning. Breast-feeding has shown to be associated with lower risk of the 
development of obesity, type 2 diabetes, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), gastroenteritis, 
and asthma (Ip et al., 2007); all conditions that have been shown to disproportionately affect 
African American children compared to White children (Matthews, MacDorman, & Thoma, 
2015; Stuebe, 2009).  
  While several barriers to breast-feeding such as pain or discomfort, lack of social support, 
or stopping breast-feeding in order to return to work may affect all women, certain barriers are 
more frequent among racial/ethnic minority women (Jones, Power, Queenan, & Schulkin, 2015). 
African American mothers tend to be younger, unmarried, and of lower income and education 
compared to white, all factors repeatedly mentioned to contribute to breast-feeding rates. 
Mother’s with lower rates of breast-feeding initiation and early breast-feeding discontinuation 
also tend to be participants in the Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and 
Children (WIC). Enrollment in WIC, however, is associated with reduced breast-feeding (Ryan 
et al., 2002). In addition to providing education and peer counseling to mothers, WIC provides 
substantial subsidy of formula for women who chose not to breastfeed.   
 It is, however, important to note that there are subcultural differences among ethnic 
minority groups. Nativity and being foreign-born in conjunction with race/ethnicity and 
socioeconomic status have also been shown to be relevant factors that influence decision to 
breast-feed (Singh et al., 2007). Singh and colleagues (2007) found that immigrant women in 
each racial/ethnic group in the United States had significantly higher rates of breast-feeding 
initiation and duration than native-born women. Foreign-born parents had the highest likelihood 
of breast-feeding their child at 6 and 12 months. African or Caribbean women have been shown 




ability to successfully breast-fed, compared to African Americans. In a 2005 study among black 
women in New York City, researchers indicated that women born outside of the United States 
are more likely to breast-feed. Interestingly, the reason was attributed to dramatic increase of 
women from West Indian countries, where breast-feeding is the norm, emigrating to the United 
States (Bonuck, Trombley, Freeman, & McKee, 2005).  Compared to non-Hispanic white 
women, both African American women and Hispanic women have lower rates of exclusive 
breast-feeding (Forste & Hoffmann, 2008). However, data highlighting Hispanic disparities 
mask large sub-group variations between Mexican, Puerto Ricans and Dominicans. Breast-
feeding rates are significantly higher for Mexican Americans than Puerto Ricans (Pérez-
Escamilla & Putnik, 2007). The United Sates national data does not typically report breast-
feeding rates for ethnic subgroups. A secondary analysis of the National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey (NHANES) 1999-2000 found that less acculturated Hispanic women have 
higher prevalence of breast-feeding (59.2%) compared with high acculturated Hispanic women 
(33.1) (Gibson, Diaz, Mainous, & Geesey, 2005). Thus, the heterogeneity of ethnic groups, 
cultural normative influences, and stratification by immigrant/nativity status may be important in 
understanding racial and ethnic disparities in breast-feeding.    
1.8 Geographic Location 
 Racial and ethnic disparities in breast-feeing have also been found to be patterned 
geographically (Anstey, Chen, Elam-Evans, & Perrine, 2017; Belanoff, McManus, Carle, 
McCormick, & Subramanian, 2012; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 2006; 
Kogan, Singh, Dee, Belanoff, & Grummer-Strawn, 2008). Contextual sources of geographic 
variation play a key role in disentangling factors that drive breast-feeding disparities. Previous 




feeding initiation between white and black infants ranged from -4.8 to 36.0 with substantial 
breast-feeding disparities in the South and Midwest (Anstey et al., 2017). After adjusting for 
sociodemographic characteristics, Ryan et al, found that women in the Western region of the 
U.S. were most likely to breast-feed in the hospital for at least 6 months and women in the South 
were least likely (Ryan, Zhou, & Gaston, 2004). Similarly, Kogan and colleagues found that the 
odds of children being breast-fed were 2.5-5.15 times higher in western and northwestern states 
such as Washington (87.93%), Oregon (87.69%), Colorado (85.17%) and California (86.48%) 
compared to southern states such as Louisiana (45.05%), Mississippi (51.87%), Kentucky 
(54.95%), and Florida (72.75%). They concluded that in states that had breast-feeding legislation 
increased the probability of whether a mother breast-fed or not (Kogan et al., 2008). 
 Rural/Urban differences in breast-feeding initiation have also been noted. Previous 
research indicates that rural mothers are less likely to initiate and continue breast-feeding 
compared to urban mothers (Barton, 2001; Li, Ogden, Ballew, Gillespie, & Grummer-Strawn, 
2002). In a nationally representative sample of births using the – Early Childhood Longitudinal 
Study Birth Cohort, Sparks found that associations observed for rural/urban breast-feeding differ 
based on maternal race/ethnicity and poverty status (Sparks, 2010). She suggests that this 
complex association also highlights the importance of strong social and economic support, as 
well as supportive work environments for mothers. The influence of these variables is 
particularly salient in breast-feeding initiation patters for minority women.  
 The primary focus of this dissertation is to investigate the effect of breast-feeding on 
cognition and educational attainment in adolescents and older adults. The purpose of this 
dissertation is conduct an objective investigation using representative population data to further 




will be a systematic review exploring the trends in research examining effects of breast-feeding 

















































Over the past several decades, debates concerning the effects of breast-feeding on infant 
and later-life cognition have generated a burgeoning field of research. A myriad of studies have 
shown that infants who were breast-fed scored higher on tests of cognitive ability (Huang, Peters, 
Vaughn, & Witko, 2014; Peters, Huang, Vaughn, & Witko, 2013) and have a higher probability 
of attaining higher educational achievements and an advanced degree (Horwood & Fergusson, 
1998; Richards, Hardy, & Wadsworth, 2002). However, some published studies contest these 
findings showing either little or no effect of breast-feeding on cognitive ability and educational 
attainment (Der, Batty, & Deary, 2006; Gibson-Davis & Brooks-Gunn, 2006; Jenkins & Foster, 
2014; von Stumm & Plomin, 2015) when the research results include adequate controls for 
confounding variables. While several researchers have investigated the possible physiological 
mechanisms that may contribute to the effects of breast-feeding, others question the social 
dimensions surrounding breast-feeding, i.e., what is revealed about race, socioeconomic status, 
gender, culture, and motherhood in various contexts. 
Residual and unmeasured confounding have been frequently referenced explanations for 
studies investigating the association between breast-feeding and performance on intelligence 
(IQ) tests (Der et al., 2006; Walfisch et al., 2013). Several studies have shown the salience of 
residual confounding by SES status when assessing this association because IQ is positively 
related to SES position (Bradley & Corwyn, 2002; Hackman & Farah, 2009). When residual 
confounding is present, relationships can weaken even after adjusting for potential confounding 
factors. Some examples of unobserved variables are environmental characteristics (at home), 




these variables, doing so may not only account for residual confounding, but help to shed light 
on whether the breast-feeding and intelligence association is attributed to the biological 
components of breast-feeding or social stimulation between parent and infant.  
The question of the effects of breastfeeding is significant, with implications that, if 
proven, have potential to profoundly impact longstanding social and public health disparities at a 
fundamental level.  What is unequivocally less clear is the definition of breast-feeding, the 
impact of confounding variables on outcomes under investigation, why there may be selection 
bias, and whether there is a publication bias in studies assessing the effects of breast-feeding on 
cognition and educational attainment. 
2.2 Methods 
 This study was conducted using Covidence, the primary screening and data extraction 
tool for systematic reviews.  
2.2.1 Literature search 
 To select papers for consideration in this review, we searched PubMed, Google Scholar, 
Embase, and PsychInfo using the search terms breastfeeding and cognition, breastfeeding and 
IQ, breast-feeding intelligence and educational attainment, breastfeeding and cognitive 
development, breastfeeding and cognitive outcomes, and breast-milk and cognition. Only those 
studies conducted in humans published between January 1998 and April 2018 were included.  
2.2.2 Study selection 
 Prospective and retrospective studies were included if: 
1. One of the study aims was to address the question of breast-feeding and cognitive 
development, outcomes, or educational attainment; 




3. They encompassed full or pre-term infants, children, adolescents, adults, mother-child 
pairs or twins;  
4. Prospective or retrospective documentation of use or duration of breast-feeding was 
recorded; and 
5. The authors published studies between 1998 and 2018.  
Studies were excluded if: 
1. They were not in English; 
2. They were review articles; 
3. They used the wrong study design (i.e., they were not population-based); or 
4. The patient population did not meet the current study’s criteria. 
All titles and abstracts were reviewed for possible exclusion by two reviewers. If both 
reviewers excluded a citation, it was eliminated from further review. If at least one 
reviewer included the citation or if there was insufficient information to make a 
determination from the title and abstract, the full article was obtained for review. Full text 
articles were then reviewed for suitability for inclusion.  
2.3 Breast-feeding Definitions 
 Conflicting findings in research on the effect of breast-feeding on cognitive outcomes and 
educational attainment may be due to the lack of consensus on the definition of breast-feeding. 
According to Jain and colleagues (, infants should only be categorized as breast-fed if they were 
breast-fed for more than a month.  The United States Women, Infants, and Children Program 
(WIC) initially defined a breast-fed infant as one who is nursed at least once a day. According to 
that definition of being breast-fed, an infant could consume formula each day and still be 




mixed-fed children evokes confusion when operationally defining breast-feeding and therefore 
most likely elicits mixed study findings. For example, when the research findings of a study 
conducted in Lahore, Pakistan, were analyzed, it was found that breast-feeding was not 
protective against diarrhea. After reexamination, using a more accurate definition of exclusive 
breast-feeding, researchers found that the infants who were breast-fed showed significant 
protection against diarrhea (Baumslag, 1995).  Baumslag and Michels (1995) defined exclusive 
breast-feeding as: breast milk only (no water, juice, semisolids, or solids), initiation of breast-
feeding within one hour of birth, colostrum provided to infant, infant fed on demand, and infant 
fed frequently, a frequency of thirteen times per day in the newborn and less as breast-feeding is 
established and the infant grows older, and six or more times in twenty-four hours, including 
during night (Baumslag, 1995). Additionally, breast-milk adapts to the child’s needs. The milk of 
mothers of full-term infants is different from the milk of mothers with premature infants 
(Schneider & Garcia‐Rodenas, 2017). This, in fact, highlights the importance of controlling for 
infant developmental status in studies examining the effects of breast-milk. Furthermore, the 
chemical compositions of milk respond to the needs of the child. Supporters of breast-feeding 
have championed these characteristics of breast-milk in taking a stance against infant formula. 
Formula does not have antibodies and does not alter to accommodate to the infant’s needs 
(Schneider & Garcia‐Rodenas, 2017). Andres and colleagues (2002) found a slight advantage for 
breast-fed infants in cognitive development compared with formula-fed infants. However, while 
some researchers attributed this proposed advantage to the fatty-acid compositions in breast-
milk, others proposed that differences in children’s cognitive development according to type of 




as opposed to the amount of long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acid docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) 
that they receive in breast-milk (Gale et al., 2010). 
2.4 Confounding variables: Evidence from different countries and cultures 
 A global perspective can provide confirmatory evidence of an effect of breast-feeding on 
cognitive and other neurodevelopmental outcomes. Different countries offer differing social, 
cultural, and economic conditions and norms against which to evaluate the effects of 
breastfeeding, therefore providing both confounding variables and valuable evidence that helps 
elucidate valid findings from within-country residual confounding factors (Brion et al., 2011).  If 
breastfeeding is causally related to cognition, a unified pattern of results should emerge from a 
cross-country comparison.  
For example, in India it has been reported that breastfeeding duration for boys greater than 36 
months, as compared to 12 months or less, resulted in .28 higher academic test scores in 
adolescence and approximately one year more of education (2017).  However, these results did 
not extend to girls.  This evidence that differs on the basis of sex calls into question whether 
these results were due to breastfeeding itself or some other co-occurring factor.  
Do the results reported by Nandi et al (2017) mean that breastfeeding does not have the same 
mechanistic effect in girls for biological reasons? Do they reflect that an interaction effect is 
occurring? Or do they mean that any positive effects of breastfeeding can be counteracted by 
cultural biases?   For example, since India is a country where traditional cultures gives 
preference to giving birth to a boy over a girl (Nandi et al., 2017), could it have been the 
extended close maternal interaction via longer breastfeeding that resulted in higher academic 
gain for boys only (i.e. the longer breastfeeding did not have the same result for girls because 




cognitive tests and evaluating academic performance displayed unconscious bias in favor of 
boys.  
Studies by those such as Manly, Byrd, Touradji, Sanchez, & Stern, (2004) and Sisco et al., 
(2015) have demonstrated that level of acculturation as well as life experiences such as 
discrimination (among other factors such as socio-economic status and culture) influence overall 
education and neuropsychological test performance of African American elders in the United 
States.  Similar factors could have impacted the differential academic performance of girls in 
India, for example.  If there were a biological reason for this difference, there would be an 
expectation of this differential effect of breastfeeding (i.e., increased scores for boys versus girls) 
showing up in many studies.  While there is some evidence of differential effects for females 
versus males, that evidence is not widespread; rather, it is limited and inconsistent.  Therefore, it 
is premature to form a conclusion about a biological reason for inconsistent differential effects of 
breastfeeding on males versus females. Thus, in the current study, it appears most likely that 
some other covariate or an interaction effect accounted for the difference in educational gain and 
test score improvement in boys who were breastfed. To this extent, Nandi et al. (2017) appear to 
provide evidence against a causal relationship between duration of breastfeeding and cognition 
as measured by academic performance in India or, alternatively, that environmental factors can 
outweigh benefits.  
Another longitudinal study taking place from birth to 43 years, examining breastfeeding and 
cognition with evidence from the United Kingdom, however, shows that females performed 
better than males on cognitive tests and in measures of educational attainment (Foroushani, 
Mohammad, Mahmoodi, & Siassi, 2010).  However, these differential results for females were 




some question as to why the differential results would not have appeared earlier. Cognitive tests 
and academic achievement information were collected at school and in later years by 
appointment at a health center. It may be a confounding factor that at age 8 the method of testing 
for developmental gains shifted primarily from the United Kingdom Medical Research Council 
to self-report by questionnaire.  
A Dutch cohort also revealed a differential effect with regard to breastfeeding in girls versus 
boys (Dalmeijer et al., 2016).  This time, the results showed an association between 
breastfeeding with high LC-PUFA content versus no breastfeeding and school and cognitive test 
performance in favor of girls as measured up to age 12 years. It is interesting that breastfeeding 
duration had no impact in this study, since, if a greater degree LC-PUFAs in breast milk led to 
higher test scores for girls as compared to no breast-milk, it could be assumed that greater 
duration of breastfeeding increased the overall amount of LC-PUFA intake and thus increased 
beneficial results. It seems this would especially be the case since there was a positive 
relationship between LC-PUFA content and test scores for girls.  
Among this Dutch cohort, children who were not breastfed attended daycare less than 
children who were breastfed.  This would seem to provide some evidence against the idea of 
maternal stimulation as a mechanism in breastfeeding benefits, since it may be argued that the 
day care attendance of the breastfed children would leave less time for care by the mother.  It is 
also possible that any effects of less opportunity for quantity of maternal stimulation may have 
been offset by quality of maternal stimulation, since mothers who breastfed frequently had a 
higher education level than non-breastfeeding mothers.  
A study in the United Kingdom provided some convergent evidence of beneficial effects of 




age 2 in girls who were breastfed but no similar effect for boys (von Stumm & Plomin, 2015).  
Additionally, a study in Australia showed a greater benefit to girls when breastfed compared to 
boys (Pat J. Quinn et al., 2001). On the other hand, another Australian study (Wendy H. Oddy, 
Li, Whitehouse, Zubrick, & Malacova, 2010), showed increased benefits for boys who had 
longer breastfeeding duration over girls at age 10 years.   
In comparison with studies of breastfeeding and intelligence test performance in Brazil, 
different studies have also provided converging evidence. In Brion et al. (2011) a comparison 
was made between a British and a Brazilian cohort to evaluate effects of breastfeeding. While 
these countries have differing confounding structures, they similarly found an association of 
breastfeeding with IQ. Together, they provide evidence in favor of a causal relationship.  This 
method is important to the question of the effect of breastfeeding, because randomized-
controlled trials are neither ethical nor feasible in this field of inquiry (Walfisch et al., 2013).  
While cross-country comparison may help clarify which findings are likely to be causally 
related to breastfeeding, within country cross-cultural comparison may similarly provide 
convergent data. Evidence from different countries appears conflicted on the role of 
breastfeeding with regard to Body Mass Index (BMI) (Brion et al., 2011; Colen & Ramey, 2014; 
Kramer et al., 2008). However a study making cross-cultural comparison findings of this 
relationship has revealed an association of less breastfeeding with greater BMI in adolescence 
among American Indian, Alaskan Native, and White groups (Zamora-Kapoor et al., 2017).  The 
results revealed a differential outcome for the American Indian and Alaskan Native groups in 
that the association with high BMI in adolescence was more pronounced in these groups. It is 
possible that some effects of breastfeeding may not show up until a later age and that therefore 




Kapoor et al. (2017) provided insight into how breastfeeding may differentially impact different 
cultural groups within the same country. Identifying and understanding differential impacts of 
breastfeeding, for example, can help prevent the perpetuation of social disparities.  
2.5 Results 
2.5.1 Cognitive and Educational Attainment Outcomes 
 The flow of literature search is displayed in Figure 2.1 Out of the 993 potentially relevant 
citations identified, 73 studies met a priori inclusion criteria for the systematic review (Tables 2.1 
and 2.2). The overall agreement between reviewers on the inclusion of studies was 100%. Table 
2.1 and Table 2.2 display studies with participants’ ages ≤ 25 and ≥ 25 years respectively. The 
studies were reported according to location; study design; date on which breast-feeding data 
were collected; how breast-feeding data were assessed; age; assessment tool; cognitive, 
educational, and physical outcomes; and the confounders for which the study adjusted. Overall, 
based on the cognitive outcomes, there were eight studies (Belfort et al., 2013; Gomez-Sanchiz, 
Canete, Rodero, Baeza, & Avila, 2003; Jenkins & Foster, 2014; McCrory & Murray, 2013; 
Pancheco et al. 2013; Steer, Davey Smith, Emmett, Hibbeln, & Golding, 2010; Veena et al., 
2010; von Stumm & Plomin, 2015) showing no association between breast-feeding and cognitive 
outcomes, and twelve studies (Bernard et al., 2013; Caspi et al., 2007; Gale et al., 2010; Girard, 
Doyle, & Tremblay, 2017; Holme, MacArthur, & Lancashire, 2010; Jacobson, Chiodo, & 
Jacobson, 1999; Kanazawa, 2015; Peters et al., 2013; Quigley et al., 2012; Sajjad et al., 2015; 
Wadsworth & Richards, 1998) had positive findings with relationships that diminished or 
became negative after accounting for confounders. There were 58 studies where researchers 
administered more than one measure to assess multiple cognitive domains, and 46 studies where 




 Another primary outcome that was assessed was educational attainment. Overall, 
fourteen studies (Borra, Iacovou, & Sevilla, 2012; Dalmeijer et al., 2016; Evenhouse & Reilly, 
2005; Heikkila, Kelly, Renfrew, Sacker, & Quigley, 2014; B. L. Horta et al., 2013; Horwood & 
Fergusson, 1998; Iacovou & Sevilla, 2013; Kramer et al., 2008; Nandi, Lutter, & Laxminarayan, 
2017; Wendy H. Oddy et al., 2010; Rees & Sabia, 2009; Straub, Grunert, Northstone, & Emmett, 
2016; Victora, Barros, Horta, & Lima, 2005; Victora et al., 2015) found a positive relationship 
between breast-feeding and educational attainment (i.e., highest grade attained, grade point 
average, and similar measures). In terms of breast-feeding duration, 11 studies (Borra et al., 
2012; Elwood, Pickering, Gallacher, Hughes, & Davies, 2005; Heikkila et al., 2014; B. L. Horta 
et al., 2013; Horwood & Fergusson, 1998; Kramer et al., 2008; Mortensen, Michaelsen, Sanders, 
& Reinisch, 2002; Rees & Sabia, 2009; Richards et al., 2002; Straub et al., 2016; Victora et al., 
2015, 2015) showed a positive relationship between duration and educational attainment; 
however, one study found this increase only in girls, not in boys (Nandi et al., 2017), while 
another study found this increase in boys and not girls (Wendy H. Oddy et al., 2010).  Lastly, 
one study which examined cohorts in Brazil, Guatemala, India, the Philippines, and South Africa 
was highly heterogeneous (B. L. Horta et al., 2013). It found that, after adjusting for confounding 
variables, in Brazil, schooling increased with breast-feeding duration whereas the Philippines’ 
breast-feeding duration was inversely associated with schooling. There was no observed 
relationship between the length of breast-feeding in South Africa and Guatemala and no data 
from India on breast-feeding duration.  
 Of the 73 studies in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, the top two countries that generated the most 
studies meeting inclusion criteria for this review were the United Kingdom (16 studies) and the 




confounder. The following countries explored this variable: Brazil (one study), the United States 
(four studies), the United Kingdom (three studies), Singapore (one study), Iceland (one study), 
Ireland (three studies), Australia (one study), and the Netherlands (one study). Additionally, the 
variables most commonly used as confounders were socioeconomic status (60 studies) and 
maternal IQ/education (66 studies). Of the 73 studies, 80% of studies were prospective designs.  
2.6 Discussion 
 Consistent with previous research, overall the majority of studies conducted by 
researchers demonstrated a positive relationship between the effect of breast-feeding on 
cognitive outcomes and educational attainment. The results also highlight the importance of 
possible confounders and how adjustments can change both positive and negative relationships 
between breast-feeding and cognition and educational attainment.  
Although Sloan and colleagues (2010) found a significant positive correlation between 
duration of breast-feeding and a mental development index, and several studies detailed in 
Anderson et al.’s (1999) meta-analysis reported a dose-relationship with respect to duration, 
evidence for the linearity of the association between breast-feeding and performance on 
intelligence tests or schooling are conflicting.  Other studies have observed non-linear 
association (Clark et al., 2006; Evenhouse & Reilly, 2005; Lawlor et al., 2006; Victora et al., 
2005), with a decrease in the effect of breast-feeding among participants who are breastfed for 
longer periods. For example, Evenhouse and Reilly (2005) found that the mean difference 
between breast-fed children and others drop as duration increases beyond a year.  
It is important to note that studies that used sibling cohorts discordant for breastfeeding 
not only reduced selection bias and residual confounding, but also rigorously controlled for 




child’s school (Evenhouse & Reilly, 2005; Rees & Sabia, 2009). These study designs have the 
power to yield more robust conclusions to further elucidate the relationship between breast-
feeding and cognitive performance.  
While this paper has focused on contributing to the question of the effects of 
breastfeeding on cognition and educational attainment from a global perspective, the results have 
implications for a second, related question- that of what causes women of a particular culture to 
choose to breastfeed or not. And, if they do choose to, how do they decide on duration? Perhaps 
cultural attitudes, more than any standard for infant nutrition dictates how long a woman breast-
feeds. In some cultures duration is tied to gender of the child. For instance, in Iranian tradition, it 
is customary to breast-feed girls for 2 months longer than boys (Baumslag, 1995). Cultural 
differences may explain why one study showed that increased breast-feeding duration was 
associated with an increase in IQ only in girls and not boys (von Stumm & Plomin, 2015) and 
another found breast-feeding to be associated with small gains in educational outcomes for boys, 
but not for girls (Nandi et al., 2017).  
 As may be seen in Table 2.1, several domains of cognition were assessed; the majority of 
studies using multiple measures to tap a specific domain. This is important because if findings 
converge, then we are more likely to say the test has validity. Furthermore, a study methodology 
where researchers administer multiple measures, all of them assessing the same domains, should 
be evaluated before making any functional-related claims. It may be the case that individual 
tasks tap into slightly different components of the domains of interest. Forty-three studies 
measured cognition over several time periods. Repeated measures aid in the understanding of 
cognitive change over time.  The socioeconomic and educational environment surrounding a 




understanding of the relationship between breast-feeding in early life and future cognitive and 
educational outcomes. 
 A substantial number of studies that were assessed in this review came from 
industrialized or high-income countries. Population studies from the United Kingdom and United 
States were highly represented in the current review. Differences between studies may be due to 
the socially patterned industrialized versus less industrialized country norms. Both initiation and 
duration of breastfeeding in industrialized countries are strongly associated with indicators of 
social advantage (Pollock, 1994; Smith, Durkin, Hinton, Bellinger, & Kuhn, 2003), and yet 
breastfeeding rates in the U.S. as a whole, for example, remains low.  The association between 
breastfeeding and estimates of cognitive ability is consistently attenuated by adjustment for 
socioeconomic status (SES) and environmental factors (Jain, Concato, & Leventhal, 2002; 
Walfisch et al., 2013). Der et al. (2006) found that most of the observed associations between 
breast-feeding and cognitive development were the result of confounding by maternal 
intelligence, and suggest that studies that do not control for maternal intelligence will most likely 
have biased results. Horta and colleagues (2005) found no clear association between breast-
feeding duration in either the family’s SES or parental schooling, and suggested that residual 
confounding was improbable and that the impact of breast-feeding on cognitive development 
may lead to sizeable differences in educational attainment. Although SES and maternal IQ were 
two confounders that were applied most often in the studies assessed in this review, findings 
from Horta et al. (2013) and Victoria (2005) highlight that varying cultural norms are important 






 The vast majority of studies reviewed were prospective designs examining ages ≤ 25 
years. As a result we are limited in being able to assess whether there was recall bias between 
studies where adults recalled whether or not they were breast-fed or whether the adolescent 
mother recalled her breast-feeding information. Naturally, interviews that took place closer to the 
actual birth of the child, or while still breastfeeding, are likely to provide the most reliable 
information in this regard.  In a study conducted by Sloan et al. (2010), breast-feeding 
information was obtained retrospectively from mothers when their infants were aged 12 months. 
The researchers acknowledged their vulnerability to recall bias and highlighted caution when 
generalizing to other populations. As been mentioned previously, misclassification, or varying 
definitions of breast-feeding exposure in observational studies can also contribute to recall bias. 
Classifications such as “mixed breast-milk and formula” may potentially dilute the true effect of 
breast-milk and bias the results.  
Although observational studies contribute rich information to this topic, they can easily 
be vulnerable to sample selection bias. In an effort to control for this bias, some studies analyze 
sibling data to control for family-level unobservables. Evenhouse & Reilly (2005) focused on the 
difference between an estimate derived from the conventional model and the corresponding 
estimate derived from a sibling model. This method automatically controls for any factors that 
are the same for each of the siblings in a pair. The survival effect, when older persons might have 
had more age-associated comorbid conditions and been more likely to die, or unable to 
participate is another issue affecting observational studies. Although difficult to address, studies 
using older adult populations may benefit from offering home visits to subjects in order to 
combat selection bias. Lastly, the acknowledgment of possible publication bias is worth noting. 




feeding and cognitive outcomes. The vast majority of studies detail a positive relationship. The 
desk drawer effect leads to a distortion in the literature where the majority of studies interpret 
positive findings. A failure to publish null-results can lead to bias estimates in future meta-
analysis. As Walfisch et al. (2013) has demonstrated, it is incumbent upon researchers to 
highlight and rigorously control for important confounders.  
2.6.2 Race/ethnicity and breast-feeding 
 Although race/ethnicity was not a variable discussed in this chapter across studies 
investigating the effect of breast-feeding on cognitive performance and educational attainment, 
breast-feeing rates differ between racial/ethnic groups in the United States, resulting in health 
disparities (McKinney et al., 2016). Higher SES is associated with better health outcomes, and 
SES is related to race. It is important to note, however, that in African American and White 
women match on income, disparities in breast-feeding persist (McDowell et al., 2008). Perhaps 
race, a social construction, is being applied as a proxy for other variables. For example, racial 
differences persist in hypertension after accounting for SES and years of education, or income 
(Manly & Echemendia, 2007). Other studies have additionally collected information such as 
assets, debt, public assistance, and neighborhood levels of income (Collins, 1993, 1997; Diez 
Roux et al., 2001; Williams & Collins, 1995). When these variables were accounted for, racial 
discrepancies in hypertension were eliminated (Cooper & Kaufman, 1998). Thus, the complex 
interplay between environmental, behavioral exposures, and even psychosocial variables such 
perceived discrimination, may drive race differences in hypertension, or breast-feeding rates. 
Further understanding this interaction may support planned interventions at the individual and 




 Thus, it is imperative, henceforth, that researchers continue to conduct longitudinal 
prospective population-studies to better understand the effects of breastfeeding, which has 
implications for the multiple factors that may influence a mother’s decision to breast-feed and its 
potential long-term effects. Despite the methodological limitations we have discussed in this 
review that are inherent in this topic, efforts to enhance methodological rigor in addressing this 
question is critical,, taking into account context such as culture, geographic location, 
race/ethnicity as well as unobservables, such as mother-infant relationships.  Understanding the 
effects of breast-feeding is critical since it has far-reaching implications for reducing health 

















Chapter 3: The Effect of Breast-feeding on Cognition and Educational Attainment in 




 Breast-feeding is widely regarded as providing numerous benefits for infant and young 
child health and survival . Its effects on children’s cognitive development, however, remain 
inconsistent and inconclusive. Several studies conducted by researchers have, in fact, shown 
positive association between breast-feeding and cognitive development (Angelsen, Vik, 
Jacobsen, & Bakketeig, 2001; Oddy, Li, Whitehouse, Zubrick, & Malacova, 2011). A meta-
analysis performed by Anderson, Johnstone, and Remley (1999) indicated that, after adjusting 
for key cofactors, twenty controlled studies indicated that breast-feeding was associated with 3.2-
point higher cognitive development scores than formula feeding was. Their adjusted mean 
differences in standardized cognitive tests between breast-fed and formula-fed children had 
estimates similar to those of a later study conducted by researchers who demonstrated that 
breast-feeding increases math ability and letter-word identification test scores by about 3 to 3.5 
points at age 3 and passage comprehension test score by 3.5 points at age 6 (Huang et al., 2014).  
 Two potential mechanisms have been proposed as responsible for the beneficial effects of 
breast-feeding on cognition (P. J. Quinn et al., 2001). The first concerns the long-chain 
polyunsaturated fatty-acids, particularly docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), found in breast-milk that 
have been shown to foster brain development, visual acuity, and cognitive ability (Auestad et al., 
2001, 2003; Gale et al., 2010). The second mechanism addresses the mother-infant relationship, 
specifically the physical or social interaction associated with breast-feeding that may contribute 
to the benefits of breast-feeding (Feldman & Eidelman, 2003; Rochat et al., 2016). Whether it is 




stimulation and parenting behaviors that are decisive in shaping cognitive development 
(Walfisch et al., 2013), further research is necessary to disentangle the factors involved in 
understanding the relationship between breast-feeding and cognitive development.  
Conversely, other researchers have found that breast-feeding has a modest or little to no 
beneficial effect on cognitive development (Der et al., 2006; von Stumm & Plomin, 2015). A 
meta-analysis conducted by Der, Batty, and Deary (2006) in which they examined the 
relationship between breast-feeding and intelligence while assessing the role of maternal IQ and 
other covariates reported that any association was the result of confounding maternal 
intelligence. Additionally, an interconnection of favorable variables associated with breast-
feeding, such as family socioeconomic status, parental intelligence (Walfisch et al., 2013), or 
affective quality of mother-child relationship (Feldman & Eidelman, 2003) may reflect the 
relationship between breast-feeding and cognitive development.   
 Another issue that must be considered in uncovering the effects of breast-feeding is 
defining the length of exposure. Findings regarding breast-feeding duration have also been 
equivocal. Oddy et al. (2003, 2011) found a significant dose-response relationship between the 
duration of exclusive breast-feeding in infancy and verbal IQ measured at six years old. 
Additionally, they found that breast-feeding for six months or longer was independently 
associated with better educational outcomes for boys in middle childhood (W. H. Oddy et al., 
2011). No effect was apparent in other studies (Colen & Ramey, 2014; Jenkins & Foster, 2014).  
 The effect of breast-feeding on cognitive performance could be expected to extend to 
better educational attainment. The few studies examining this association beyond middle 




One study found that having been breast-fed was associated with an advanced degree (Richards 
et al., 2002), while other studies examining the long-term benefits of breast-feeding on 
educational attainment either found small gains or inconsistencies in educational outcome 
(Arindam Nandi, Randall Lutter, & Ramanan Laxminarayan, 2017; B. L. Horta et al., 2013).  
Evenhouse and Reilly (2005) investigated the association between breast-feeding and academic 
outcomes such as high school grades and college attendance. The researchers found that breast-
feeding was associated with a child’s likelihood of attending college. However, Nandi and 
colleagues (2017) found that breast-feeding was associated with small gains in educational 
outcomes for boys but not for girls.  
 Rates and longevity of breast-feeding are known to vary across different racial groups 
(Bentley, Dee, & Jensen, 2003; Colen & Ramey, 2014; Singh et al., 2007). However, there are 
limited data on the effects of being breast-fed as a child on educational attainment across race in 
adolescence and young adulthood. Previous research suggests that race is associated with breast-
feeding, as African American mothers are less likely to breast-feed than non-Blacks (Forste, 
Weiss, & Lippincott, 2001; Li & Grummer-Strawn, 2002; Ryan et al., 2002). Historically, groups 
that have been less likely to practice breast-feeding are those that have been poorer, were African 
American, have had no more than grade school-education, and were employed full-time (Ryan et 
al., 2002). The current study extends this research to better understand the demographic 
differences in breast-feeding and its effect on educational attainment in a national sample of 
adolescents.  
Our primary aims were (1) to determine whether a history of having been breast-fed and 
length of having been breast-fed are associated with adolescent cognitive outcomes and grade-




having been breast-fed and length of being breast-fed and their effect on cognitive outcomes and 
GPA are moderated by race, independent of childhood confounding variables; and (3) whether 
self-reported mother-child love mediates the relationship between having been breast-fed and 
adolescent cognitive performance outcomes and GPA.  
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1. Participants 
The data used in this study come from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent 
Health, 1994-2008 (Add Health). This nationally representative sample is derived from a survey 
conducted by researchers at the Carolina Population Center at the University of Carolina, Chapel 
Hill, that explores the causes of health and health-related behavior of adolescents and their 
outcomes in young adulthood. Data collection efforts began from a sample of 26,666 schools 
across the United States, and 80 high schools serving eleventh graders with a minimum 
enrollment of 30 students were followed for four waves of data collection in 1994, 1996, 2002, 
and 2008. At baseline (Wave 1), all respondents were 11 to 20 years old. Details concerning the 
research and data collection process have been previously published in the National Longitudinal 
Study of Adolescent Health, 1994-2008.  
3.2.2. Breast-feeding 
 Information on whether and for how long a respondent was breast-fed was derived from a 
parent in-home questionnaire administered at the time of the Wave I survey. The biological 
mother was asked for how long the respondent was breast-fed. Responses were categorized as 






3.2.3. Educational attainment/cognitive outcomes 
 Three outcome variables were constructed from the Add Health data. The first was the 
respondent’s cumulative high school GPA in four subjects (math, science, social studies, and 
language arts). The second was a total score on Add Health’s abbreviated version of the Peabody 
Picture Vocabulary Test (PVT). The third was a total score on a number recall memory task.    
3.2.4. Mother-child love 
 Although Add Health data does not provide information on the quality of infant-mother 
relationship, questions were asked with regard to the quality of the adolescent-mother 
relationship. The following question was posed to adolescents: How much do you agree or 
disagree with the following statement? Most of the time my mother is warm and loving towards 
you me. 1 = “strongly agree,” 2 = “agree,” 3 = “neither agree nor disagree,” 4 = “Disagree”, 5 = 
“Strongly disagree.” 
3.2.5. Covariates 
 The covariates include the following: sex of adolescent, race (Black or White), maternal 
education, paternal education, maternal smoking history, number of other children mother has, 
resident location (urban/not-urban), and a financial adversity index. This was a composite score 
consisting of yes or no responses to (1) do you have health insurance, (2) have you been 
employed within the past 12 months, (3) are you on public assistance, and (4) do you have 
enough money to pay your bills?   
3.3 Data analysis 
 Data were put into SPSS version 23 for analysis. All possible variables of interest were 
determined and brought into the final cross-sectional analysis dataset. While Table 3.1 breaks 




using complete cases. Independent t-tests for continuous variables and chi-square tests for 
categorical variables were used to compare demographic and all other characteristics. 
  Bias due to missing data was assessed by using multiple imputation methods. Multiple 
imputation was performed using logistic regression for categorical variables and linear 
regression for continuous variables. The following candidates for the subsequent generalized 
linear model were used in the creation of the imputation datasets (N imputations=5): breast-fed 
(yes/no), duration, mother-child love, sex of child, educational level, occupation, race, sex, age, 
and a financial adversity index.  
 Using both the original dataset as well as the imputations (individual and pooled), the 
effects of covariates on the continuous outcome measures (separate models for GPA, PVT score, 
and number recall score) were determined by two similar methods. Potential confounders were 
selected based on previous studies investigating the effect of breast-feeding on cognitive 
functioning and educational attainment. An ANCOVA was performed for each outcome with 
and without the variable, Mother’s-Love/Closeness. The advantage of such an analysis is the 
calculation of estimated marginal means, scores adjusted for the effects of all the other covariates 
in the model.  
 Similarly, using generalized linear models, the sum of squares/probability and parameter 
estimates for the model effects for breast-feeding and racial group were tested with and without 
the Mother’s-love covariate.  
3.4 Results 
Participant characteristics according to having ever been breast-fed are presented in Table 
3.1. Thirty-eight percent of mothers initiated breast-feeding. The largest group of mothers who 




15% of that data were missing. Mothers in the breast-feeding group were more likely to be 
White, have higher levels of education, were employed, were non-smokers, lived in an urban 
environment, and had less financial adversity.  There were no significant differences between the 
breast-fed and not-breast-fed groups on adolescent report of whether the mother was warm and 
loving (t = 8.1, p = .087). See Table 3.1.  
Figure 3.1 illustrates the unadjusted model of the effect of breast-feeding duration on 
Blacks and Whites. Although there was not a dose-response effect of breast-feeding duration, 
Whites had slightly higher GPAs compared to their Black counterparts but not across all 
durations. Black mothers also exhibited more variability in breast-feeding duration compared to 
White mothers. PVT and number recall reflected similar findings.    
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 provide information depicting the adjusted model for covariates that 
were applied to the statistical model for GPA. After adjustment for all the covariates in the 
model, adolescents who were Black had a 0.39 lower GPA than those who were White. 
Adolescents who had mothers who breast-fed had on average a 0.147 higher GPA than 
adolescents who were not breast-fed. After adjusting for all the covariates, adolescents who had a 
mother who smoked had on average a 0.241 decrease in GPA compared to those whose mothers 
did not smoke.  
In another secondary analysis, a generalized linear model was conducted to test for an 
interaction between breast-feeding duration and racial group with the mother’s-love and without 
the mother’s-love covariate. Figure 3.2 depicts these relationships, adjusting and for maternal 
education, maternal occupation, paternal education, paternal occupation, residential location 
(urban/not-urban), family size, and birth weight. There was no statistically significant 




score, and number recall. Models with or without mother’s-love did not exhibit differences. The 
multiple imputed dataset showed similar findings.  
3.5 Discussion 
 The current findings show that in an adolescent sample, individuals who were breast-fed 
had slightly higher GPAs and performance on both a vocabulary test and a number recall task 
compared to adolescents who were not breast-fed. Our unadjusted model, for example, showed 
that mothers who were White, did not smoke, were more likely to have a professional 
occupation, and resided in an urban environment had adolescents who had slightly higher 
educational attainment and cognitive performance compared to mothers who did not exhibit the 
aforementioned variables. Furthermore, we wanted to see whether Mother’s-love influenced the 
breast-feeding-racial group dynamic and whether there were noticeable differences between 
models with and without Mother’s-love. With strong effects of a mediating variable, the estimate 
for the interaction in question might either lessen to the point of non-significance, indicating the 
interaction effect may have been achieved through the agency of the mediator/moderator 
covariate. The model incorporating Mother’s-love showed limited changes to GPA, the PVT, 
and the number recall task.  
 Educational attainment and cognitive performance are known to be dependent on a wide 
variety of socio-economic and environmental factors. Many studies have investigated these 
relationships (Richards et al., 2002; Rodgers, 1978); however, few have examined the impact of 
unobservables such as the mother-child relationship. For example, if mothers who choose to 
breast-feed on average provide a more nurturing environment for their children, then we may 
have to rethink the linear effect of breast-feeding on cognitive and educational attainment 




of home environment explained higher IQ observed in four-year-old and 11-year-old children 
who had been breast-fed in infancy, suggesting that other factors than the nutrient-rich breast-
milk may be more important determinants of cognitive performance. Gibson-Davis and Brooks-
Gunn (2006) suggest that beneficial effects of breast-feeding emerge only when it is done in 
conjunction with other positive parenting behaviors.   
 The current study builds on research conducted by previous investigators using the Add 
Health dataset (Evenhouse & Reilly, 2005; Rees & Sabia, 2009). Although they used a within-
family model and sibling data to control for family level unobservables, we replicated their 
findings showing that being breast-fed is associated with increases in high school grades and 
performance on the PVT. Unlike the previous researchers, we were interested in looking at this 
effect across race and found an effect for race but no interaction between race and breast-feeding. 
The only task in which breast-feeding (yes/no) made a significant difference was in the number 
recall task.  
 The present study should be interpreted within the context of several limitations. An 
important drawback is that only one test was used to explicitly measure functioning in the 
domains of language and memory. Researchers from Add Health administered only a vocabulary 
test and memory tasks to adolescents. Performance on multiple tasks within these domains 
should be added to future study waves because individuals tasks may tap slightly different 
components of the domain of interest. Additionally, we only utilized one proxy (GPA) for 
educational attainment. In addition to GPA, Rees and Sabia (2009) exploited sibling differences 
in order to estimate the effect of breast-feeding on high school graduation and college 
attendance. Future studies assessing the effect of breast-feeding across racial groups in Add 




finding no effect of the Mother-child-love variable in our models could be explained by the 
presence of only a single variable. Since Add Health did not provide information regarding the 
quality of adolescent-mother relationships, in addition to the proxy variable we used, Rees and 
Sabia (2009) used answers to “Do you get along well with your child?” and “Do you and your 
child make decisions about his/her life together?” Evenhouse and Reilly (2005) used the number 
of joint respondent-mother activities as an independent variable in order to distinguish the effects 
of infant feeding mode from the effects of a more general pattern of unequal investment in two 
siblings. Future studies will add similar proxies to the Mother-child relationship variable in an 
effort to disentangle the effects of breast-feeding on cognition and educational attainment.  
 Observational studies are vulnerable to selection bias. Researchers such as Rees and 
Sabia (2009) and Evenhouse and Reilly (2005) attempted to control for unobservables by using 
sibling data. However, caution should exerted when stating the long-term effects of breast-
feeding. The implications of overstating such effects can be problematic. It is critical to interpret 
findings within communities of differing confounding structures (e.g., poor countries). Future 
longitudinal studies are necessary to determine what factors may be involved in the effect of 
breast-feeding on cognitive development and whether it continues past infancy into adolescence 
and persists into late adulthood. 	
 








Chapter 4: The Long-term Effects of Breast-feeding and Cognition in Late-Adulthood: Reasons 




Several studies conducted by researchers have reported the short-term cognitive benefits 
of breast-feeding (Effect of breastfeeding, 2000; Horta, Loret de Mola, & Victora, 2015; 
Horwood & Fergusson, 1998; Huang, Peters, Vaughn, & Witko, 2014; Quigley et al., 2012). In 
infants who were breast-fed, Angelsen, Vik, Jacobsen, and Bakketeig (2001) showed a benefit of 
3.2 points in cognitive function between infancy and adolescence. Furthermore, in the largest 
randomized trial ever conducted in the area of human lactation, Kramer and colleagues (2008) 
found that intelligence quotients (IQ) at 6.5 years of age were on average 7.5 points higher 
among those children who were allocated to breast-feeding promotion groups. However, the 
explanation of whether the benefits of breast-feeding persist into adulthood remains unclear.  
  Rantalainen and colleagues (2018) examined the associations between breast-feeding 
and its effects on cognitive ability in men at ages 20 and 68 years. They found that men who 
were breast-fed had better cognitive ability in young adulthood and old age than those who were 
never breast-fed, especially men who were breast-fed for a longer duration. Another study that 
consisted of a British sample born in 1946 and tested at 53 years of age found that breast-feeding 
was significantly and positively associated with educational attainment and adult reading ability, 
independent of early social background (Richards et al., 2002). Conversely, researchers who 
conducted a study in British adults born between 1920 and 1930 and tested at 70 years of age and 
older did not find that being breast-fed as a child was associated with intelligence in old age 
(Breastfeeding, dummy use, 1996). 
 All of the aforementioned studies, however, were conducted outside of the United States 




Inconsistent results may be due to the difficulty of controlling for these confounding variables 
(Walfisch et al., 2013). Victoria et al. (2016) suggest that breast-feeding might have long-term 
effects on intelligence in a population without a strong social patterning of breast-feeding, an 
effect that might mediate outcomes such as educational attainment and income. Comparisons of 
the effects of breast-feeding in contexts with substantial differences in cultural norms might 
contribute to the ongoing discussion of the association between breast-feeding and cognitive 
functioning.  
 There are limited data on the effects of being breastfed as a child on long-term cognitive 
status in older adults, particularly among African Americans. Previous research suggests that 
race is associated with breast-feeding, as African American mothers are less likely to breast-feed 
than non-blacks (Forste & Hoffmann, 2008; Forste et al., 2001; B. Horta, Victora, Victora, & 
Victora, 2013; Li, Darling, Maurice, Barker, & Grummer-Strawn, 2005; Ryan et al., 2002). 
Mothers with higher levels of education and income are more likely to breast-feed than their 
counterparts with lower levels of education and less income (Li & Grummer-Strawn, 2002). 
Confounding by socioeconomic status and other early childhood factors (e.g., sex and measures 
of family background) should be considered when interpreting the evidence on breast-feeding 
and later-life cognitive function (Angelsen et al., 2001). Therefore, it is important that such 
adjustments are made when assessing the association between breast-feeding and later-life 
cognition.   
There may be racial differences in the determinants of breast-feeding. Breast-feeding has 
been found to be more strongly tied to objective indicators of socioeconomic status (SES) among 
whites than among African Americans (Adler, Boyce, Chesney, Folkman, & Syme, 1993; 




Americans have historically experienced lower economic and health returns from educational 
attainment (Conley, 2001; Lacy, 2007; Roscigno & Ainsworth-Darnell, 1999) including health 
behaviors such as breast-feeding. Additionally, males may benefit more than females from 
breast-feeding. A substantial database collected in laboratory rodents has shown that nutrition in 
early life can permanently affect brain structure and function, especially in males (Katz, 1980; 
Smart, 1977, 1993). Lucas, Morley, Cole, and Gore (1994) tested the clinical relevance of these 
findings in human cognitive development and found that in preterm infants a mother’s choice to 
provide breast milk was associated with higher developmental scores at 18 months of age. 
Additionally, there was a significant interaction between diet and sex in relation to these 
subjects’ cognitive performance – noticeably in language-based skills. In both rodents and 
humans males were more affected by breast-feeding than females (Nandi et al., 2017). Isaacs et 
al. (2008, 2010) suggest that these effects persist into adolescence and may be permanent. 
Our primary aims were (1) to determine whether self-reported history of having been 
breast-fed was associated with later-life cognitive outcomes, independent of childhood 
confounding variables and (2) to determine whether the effect of self-reported history of having 
been breast-fed on cognition is moderated by race or sex.  
4.2 Participants, Materials, and Methods 
4.2.1. Design and Procedures 
 The REGARDS study is an epidemiological study following a cohort of African 
American and White adults 45 years and older. The primary objective is to determine the causes 
of higher stroke mortality among African American residents of the Stroke Belt. The Stroke Belt 
is defined as the following eight states with high stroke mortality: Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, 




Participants were recruited from 2003 through 2007 using a commercially available list of 
community-dwelling United States residents  
(n = 30,239) and then contacting them through an initial mailing followed by telephone contacts 
to recruit English-speaking adults. The sampling design included oversampling of African-
Americans and potential enrollees from the Southeastern states. Fifty-six percent of the 
participants resided in the Stroke Belt and 44 percent lived in the remaining 40 contiguous states 
and the District of Columbia. People who lived in Alaska and Hawaii were not included because 
these states were “disconnected” from the contiguous states for which geographic patterns 
initially were described, and the number of African Americans living in those states was so small 
that recruitment would have been a challenge. The response rate was 33%, whereas the 
cooperation rate was 49%.  
 The Survey Research Unit at the University of Alabama at Birmingham conducted a 
computer-assisted telephone interview to collect demographic information, medical histories, 
and health status. An in-home examination visit was then conducted by Examination 
Management Services, Incorporated, to collect anthropometric measurements (e.g. blood and 
urine), and to obtain an electrocardiogram. Follow-up with the participants or their proxies was 
conducted every six months by telephone to monitor for stroke and coronary events and to 
retrieve medical records for reported hospitalizations, annually to ascertain cognitive screening 
status, and every six months to perform a more extensive cognitive assessment.  
 In this sample, all participants under analyses responded to the Childhood Questionnaire. 
Participants were asked to answer: “Were you breast-fed?” Response options were “yes”, “no”, 
or “do not know.”  The REGARDS study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of all 




4.2.2. Cognitive Assessment  
Cognitive function was assessed during the telephone interviews (Zhu et al., 2015).  The 
items assessed recall of a 3-item word list and temporal orientation (year, month, day of the 
week). Scores on the Six-Item Screener (SIS) range from 0 to 6, with scores of less than 5 
indicating cognitive impairment (Callahan, Unverzagt, Hui, Perkins, & Hendrie, 2002; Wilber, 
Lofgren, Mager, Blanda, & Gerson, 2005).  
 A battery of five cognitive tests measured every six months included the Word List 
Learning (WLL), World List Delayed Recall (WLD), Animal Fluency Test (AF), and Letter 
Fluency (Welsh et al., 1994), and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA). These tests 
assess domains of Memory (WLL, WLLD, MOCA) and executive function (AF, LF).  
4.2.3. Covariates/Moderators 
 Covariates were factors that could potentially influence cognition, and have been 
demonstrated to be associated with whether or not one is breast-fed were measured at baseline. 
Demographics variables included were age, race, sex, participant’s years of education, income, 
occupation, maternal education, paternal education, and region (i.e., urban, rural, or mixed). 
Race and sex were also investigated as potential moderators between self-reported history of 
having been breast-fed on cognitive outcome.  
	
4.3 Data Analysis 
 
 Differences in demographic variables between the groups: Breast-fed, Not breast-fed, and 
Unknown, were tested using Analysis of Variance (continuous variables) or Chi square tests 
(categorical variables).  
The association between self-reported breast-feeding and cognitive outcomes was 




examined, possible moderating effects of race and sex, followed by the adjusted associations. We 
used two approaches to dealing with these data. First, we conducted the aforementioned analyses 
using complete cases (i.e., breast-fed, not breast-fed, and unknown). Second, in order to get a 
better understanding of the “unknown” response group, we used multiple imputation by imputing 
all baseline variables, as these were all thought a priori to be confounders of breast-feeding-
cognition association. This approach allowed us to analyze the data between participants who 
were breast-fed, and participants who were not breast-fed.   
4.4 Results 
Table 4.1 shows demographic characteristics for each group. On average, participants 
who reported having been breast-fed were significantly older than participants who reported not 
being breast-fed (p = <0.01). Participants who reported having been breast-fed were also more 
likely to be a white female, who reported having a college education or greater, mother and 
father with less than high school education, and live in an urban region.  
 Tables 4.2-4.6 show results from the unadjusted and adjusted generalized linear models 
performed using complete cases. Only variables associated with cognitive outcomes are 
displayed. Although the main effect of race and sex on cognitive outcomes were significant 
(<0.01), we only observed significant interactions between race and letter fluency score (<0.05), 
and sex and letter fluency score (<0.05), and MOCA score (<0.05).  
 The unadjusted analyses revealed a small significant increase in SIS (Beta = 0.05, p 
<0.01) WLL (Beta = 1.22, p <0.01) , WLL delay (Beta = 0.48, p <0.01), AF (Beta = 0.86, p 
<0.01), LF (Beta = 0.55, p<0.01), and MOCA (Beta = 0.38, p<0.01) scores for a participant who 
self-reported not being breast-fed compared to a participant who reported being breast-fed. 




and a .57 (<0.01) decrease score on AF compared to participants reporting having been breast-
fed. All other tests were not significant. After adjusting for age, sex, race, and participant 
education, all unadjusted associations between breast-feeding group and cognitive tests 
disappeared except for the MOCA. Compared to participants who self-reported having been 
breast-fed, those who were not breast-fed, or in the Unknown group had a .13 (<0.01) and .07 
(<0.05) increase in score respectively. The Unknown consisted mostly of white males with a 
mean age of 64 living in an urban region of the country, with a college degree or above, and 
parents reported to have less than a high school education. Their average income was around 
$35,000-$74,000, and had an Management or Professional occupation.  
 Figures 4.1-4.6 show the multiple imputation of breast-feeding across cognitive tests by 
age, race, sex, participant education, and maternal education. The complete case analysis and MI 
including baseline factors gave similar results. Similarities between these two approaches 
suggest that bias is unlikely. Contrary to our hypothesis, it appears as though self-reporting 
having been breast-fed is not a statistically significant predictor of cognitive outcomes after 
adjusting for significant demographic variables.  
4.5 Discussion 
 The current findings show that self-report history of being breast-fed does not predict 
performance on cognitive tests in older adults. Additionally race, and sex do not moderate this 
relationship in the REGARDS sample of older adults. Although complete case and IM 
unadjusted models demonstrated a slight association between breast-feeding group and the 
majority cognitive test, adjusted models for important demographic variables that were 
independently associated with cognition were not significant except for the LF and MOCA tests.  




have varied. Rantalainen et al. (2018) suggested that the associations between breast-feeding and 
cognitive ability at 20.2 and 67.9 years were domain-general, however, Richard, Hardy, and 
Wadworth (2002) investigated this relationship and found no evidence of an association between 
breast-feeding and verbal memory or visual search speed at 53 years.  There was little evidence 
in the present study that breast-feeding is protective against memory. Test scores of memory and 
concentration are likely to be more variable in midlife and subject to differing rates of age-
related changes (Richards et al., 2002), and potential liable factors such as mood and health. One 
unexpected finding was that we observed significant differences on one test in the domain of 
executive function (LF), and the other in the domain of memory (MOCA). While these results 
could be due to chance, administering multiple tests within these domains would increase our 
confidence in this effect. Additionally, although interaction terms were not significant, previous 
studies suggest that cognitive functioning and breast-feeding vary by race/sex subgroups (Colen 
& Ramey, 2014; Isaacs et al., 2010; Peters et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2007). The present study 
relied on self-report for breast-feeding information and several other demographic variables. As 
a result, one potential reason for our findings may be due to how we characterized breast-
feeding. The present study did not consider the degree of breast-feeding exclusivity or duration. 
Differences in the degree of breast-feeding and how it is characterized can potentially impact any 
observed associations with cognition. For example, Belfort and colleagues suggest that 
classifying breast-feeding as “ever” vs. “never,” in the U.S. National Longitudinal Survey of 
Youth, may have included a substantial number of infants who received formula and breast milk 
in their breast-fed group, which may have biased results toward the null. Heterogeneity between 





 Der et al.’s (2006) meta-analysis assessing the effect of breast-feeding on intelligence in 
children details the importance of mother’s IQ as a highly predictive factor of breast-feeding 
status than her race, education, age, poverty status, smoking, the home environment, or the 
child’s birth weight or order. They also suggest that maternal education is an imperfect surrogate 
for maternal intelligence, and studies that do not control for maternal intelligence will probably 
give biased results. The present study did not have objective measures of maternal intelligence. 
While we had information concerning the educational attainment of the mother, it was self-
reported information from adults 45 years and older. As a result, recall bias concerning 
participants’ demographic variables as well as whether or not he/she was breast-fed could have 
contributed to our findings.  
 The limitations of our study were inherent in its cross-sectional design, which made 
directionality of a causal relationship impossible. Additionally, reliance on self-report breast-
feeding data in older adults could have resulted in low reliability.  Lastly, as in all observational 
studies, confounding by unmeasured factors can lead to overestimation of the true effect of 
breast-feeding. As a result, several studies (Evenhouse & Reilly, 2005; Rees & Sabia, 2009) have 
used sibling comparisons to reduce sample selection bias in measuring the health and cognitive 
benefits of breast-feeding. 
 Despite these limitations, this study makes a substantial contribution by not only 
highlighting a potential mechanism by which breast-feeding effects cognition in a large and 
balanced national sample of adults, but also sheds light on the possibility that breast-feeding is 
not an “all or none response.” Perhaps objective socio-demographic information may suggest 
that mothers who make the decision to breast-feed differ in other unmeasured ways from those 




longitudinal studies should attempt to control for these unobservables (e.g., mother-child 
stimulation) by using sibling data, having detailed definitions of breast-feeding and duration, and 
demographic information at the level of the individual, family, and neighborhood. Comparing 
communities with divergent confounding factors will contribute to better understanding the 






















Chapter 5: General Discussion 
 Previous studies investigating the effect of breast-feeding on cognition and educational 
attainment have been mixed. Yet, much of our knowledge about its effects have been 
investigated in infants or young children, and few address the racial and geographic disparities in 
breast-feeding. The current studies address gaps in our knowledge on the effects of early life and 
later life cognitive outcomes, and how the impact of individual, familial, and environmental level 
factors contribute to the effect of breast-feeding on cognition and educational attainment.  
 Although several systematic reviews/meta-analyses have examined the effect of breast-
feeding on cognition, and educational attainment (Anderson, Johnstone, & Remley, 1999; Der et 
al., 2006; Victora et al., 2016; Walfisch et al., 2013),  no review has provided a global systematic 
up-to-data analysis of breast-feeding and the impact of confounding variables on cognition and 
educational attainment in population studies of individuals ≤ 25 years of age and ≥ 25 years of 
age, while detailing issues concerning methodological bias and publication bias.  In chapter 2 we 
address these issues by systematically summarizing 73 studies detailing their location, study 
design, study population, how breast-feeding was assessed, at what age cognition and 
educational attainment was measured and the type of assessment tool, cognitive and educational 
attainment finds, and the confounders that were adjusted for in each study.  
 Consistent with the majority of previous research, overall a greater number of published 
studies conducted by researchers demonstrated a positive relationship between the effect of 
breast-feeding on cognitive outcomes and educational attainment.  Additionally, similarly to 
Walfisch and colleagues (2013), our finding highlight the importance of possible confounders 
and how adjusting for them can change the dynamic relationship between breast-feeding and 




unobserved confounds, researchers should seek to improve their methodological rigor by 
attempting to resolve issues such as recall bias, the survival effect and an agreeable operational 
definition of breast-feeding so that our the validity and integrity of such studies are not diluted.  
 Chapter 3 addressed another important gap in the literature concerning the effect of 
breast-feeding on cognition and educational attainment across race, as well as the potential 
mechanism of mother-child stimulation and it’s beneficial impact on a child’s cognitive 
development. We also wanted to investigate the effect of breast-feeding duration on outcomes. In 
the Add Health sample, although there was not a dose-response effect of breast-feeding duration, 
Whites had slightly higher GPAs compared to their Black counterparts but not across all 
durations. Black mothers also exhibited more variability in breast-feeding duration compared to 
White mothers. PVT and number recall reflected similar findings. Individuals who were breast-
fed had slightly higher GPAs and performance on both a vocabulary test and a number recall task 
compared to adolescents who were not breast-fed, there was an effect for race, but no interaction 
between race and breast-feeding, and incorporating mother’s love (our surrogate of mother-child 
stimulation), had limited effects on the relationship between breast-feeding and cognitive 
outcomes, and GPA. These findings provide important information regarding breast-feeding 
disparities. However, data from the present study can further be improved by incorporating 
several more measure of cognition, and mother-child interaction. Nonetheless, this study sheds 
light on the potential mechanisms by which breast-feeding may have an effect on cognition and 
educational attainment past infancy and into adolescence.  
 Our study in chapter 4 investigates whether this effect observed in adolescence persists 
into older adulthood. Few studies (Rantalainen et al., 2018; Richards et al., 2002) have examined 




adults (≥45 years). Data from the REGARDS sample of older adults showed that self-reported 
history of being breast-fed does not predict performance on cognitive tests for individuals ≥45 
years. Although, race (Forste et al., 2001; Ryan et al., 2004) and sex have shown to be associated 
with whether or not a mother breast-feeds her child and to what extent the effect has on the child 
(Isaacs et al., 2010; Nandi et al., 2017), our current study did not show that these variables 
moderate the relationship between breast-feeding and cognition.  
 While there is a plethora of research on the effects of breast-feeding and cognition, the 
database documenting its effects into adulthood are limited. Questions still remain about whether 
long-term beneficial effects attributed to breast-feeding, per se, may be due to selection bias, 
infant feeding practices along with demographic characteristics, or the physical and social 
interactions between the mother and infant. Further longitudinal replication is clearly essential. 
Despite some of our negative findings in relation to cognition and educational attainment, infant-
feeding practices proposed by the World Health Organization has overwhelmingly been clear to 
reduce several physiological disorders and mortality in infants (WHO, 2000). However, it is 
essential that researchers better understand the racial and geographic disparities in breast-feeding 
rates. Lind and colleagues (2011) found that studies in the United States showed that 
implementation of practices that support breast-feeding is low in facilities where there are a 
higher percentage of black residents. In addition to furthering scientific rigor, solving this issue 
requires institutional support, and a focus on experience of a mother’s decision to breast-feed at 
the individual, familial and environmental level. Considering these factors will contribute to the 
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Table 1.1 Studies with participants age ≤ 25 years 
 
Study and location         Study design        Study population     Breast-fed assessment        Age assessed        Cognitive and                Confounders adjusted for       
                                                       and exposure             Assessment tool  Education Outcomes  
                                      
                                
Angelsen et al. (2001) 




Date BF data collected: 
1986-1988 
Age at 1st collection:  
Duration BF/BFE 
Maternal interviews at 
6 wks., 3, 6, 9 and 13 
mo.   
 
13 mo BSID and HSQ 
5 yrs. 
WIPPSI-R and PDMS 
admin by doctors blind to 
condition 
Maternal testing RPM 
 
Shorter duration BF ↓ 
BSID and HSQ 13 mo and 
WIPPSI-R and PDMS 5 
yrs.  
 
Maternal Raven score 
assoc. with duration BF and 
child dev. score at 13 mo. 
Maternal age, education 
and intelligence were 
confounding, however 
there were still significant 
results   
Child: head circumference; birth weight;  
length, gestational age; maternal: age; 
Raven score (intelligence); education 
level; income; paternal income 




N = 6,569 children 
Monozygotic and dizygotic 
male and female twins 




Duration: no, less than 
2 wks., 2-6 wks., 
6wks-3 mo, 3-6mo, 
and more than 6 mo 
Age: 12yrs 





BF highly educated 
mothers scored ↑ on 
standardized test of 
cognitive abilities 
compared to formula-fed 
mothers of lower education 
Maternal education level when twins 
were 3, 7, 10 yrs. old, and income 
Belfort et al. (2008) 
United States 




Birth, 6 mo, 3 yrs. PPVT-
III, WRAVMA 
Rate of weight gain not 
associated with cognitive 
outcomes at 3 yrs.  
Maternal age, parity, smoking (never, 
former, 3 mo before or during 
pregnancy), education, paternal 
education, household income.  Child: 
birth weight, weight for length z score, 
BF duration, gestational age, male, ESL, 
race or ethnicity 
Belfort et al. (2013) 
United States 
Prospective study N = 1312 mothers and 
children 
BF data collected: 1999-
2002 
Yes/no 
Duration: mother asked 




about the age at which 
solid foods and non 
BM liquids were 
introduced. 
Age: 7yrs 
PPVT-III at 3 yrs.; 
WRAVMA at 3 and 7; 
KBIT and WRAML at 7yrs 
↑ BF duration was 
associated with ↑ age 3 
PPVT-III scores and ↑ age 
7 intelligence. BF duration 
was ↔ associated with 
WRAML scores.  
Beneficial effects of BF on 
the WRAVMA at age 3 
appeared ↑ for women who 
consumed ≥ fish 
servings/wk. 
Parental and child demographic, social, 
economic, and health information. At 6 
mo, administered food questionnaires 
about mother’s average wk. fish intake 
since infant birth. 
Maternal IQ: PPVT to mothers when 
child was 3 and the KBIT at 7yrs. 
Cognitive stimulation and emotional 
support in the child’s environment  
Bernard et al (2013) 
France 
Prospective study N=1,106 
Date data collected: 2003-
2006 
Yes/no 
BF, BFE, duration.  
Age: 2 yrs.  
CDI, and ASQ  
↑ Duration BF ↑  
unadjusted performance on 
CDI and fine motor skills. 
BFE  ↑↑ scores 
Maternal height and weight before 
pregnancy, education, household 
income, other children, smoking and 




decreased the effect 
considerably but was found 
still significant 
birth weight, sex, gestational age, 
caretaker, frequency of maternal 
stimulation 






N=1080 (799 BF, 281 never 
BF) 
Yes/no 
4 mo, 8 mo, 1 yr 2 yr 
Any BF duration, BFE, 
and date ceased BF. 
Age: 5-6 WPPSI-III admin 
by psychologist blind to 
condition. IQ 
Unadjusted BF, BFE  ↑ IQ, 
adjusted not significant 
except for verbal IQ. BF 
duration +high LA levels ↑ 
IQ 
Study center; maternal: age, BMI pre-
pregnancy; siblings; depression during 
pregnancy; tobacco and alcohol 
consumed during pregnancy; parity; 
child sex; birth weight; z score; 
gestational age; parental education; 
household income, family stimulation 
Borra et al (2012)  
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N = 12,000 





Age: 5,7, 11, 14yrs 
SATs scores, and school 
entry tests (language, 
reading, writing and math) 
 
 BF ↑ cognitive 
performance.  Effect 
attenuated to 1/3 or less by 
adjustment for maternal 
education  
Maternal health, education, alcohol and 
smoking during pregnancy, gestational 
age, relationship status, ethnicity, child: 
female, head circum., and length. 
Parental socio-economic status. Paternal 
education  
Boutwell et al (2012) 
United States 
Prospective study N=2,700 BF 
N=1,000 not BF 
Yes/no 
Maternal interview 9 
mo  
0= BF less than 6 mo 
1=BF 6 mo or more 
And whether BF longer 
than 9 mo 
1= BF 9 mo or more 
0=BF less than 6 mo 
BSF-R mental scale 
2 yrs. 
BF ↑ cognitive test 
performance, with a 
smaller but still significant 
in only one area after 
controlling for the 
confounds discussed. Effect 
was small  
Maternal: antisocial behavior; 
depression (CES-D); substance abuse 
(alcohol and tobacco use); education;  
age at birth; delivery complications; 
labor complications; Apgar scales; 
Paternal: antisocial behavior; substance 
abuse Demographic: child’s race, sex 
*Cai et al (2015) 
Singapore (Asian 
children) 
Prospective study N=408 
N=212 underwent all three 
testing phases 
Yes/no 
BF, BFE. Duration: 0-
date ceased BF. 
Interviews with mother 
3 wks., 3 mo, and 6 
mo.   
2nd analysis 0-1 mo, 1-
3 mo, 3-6 mo, 6-12, 
>=12 mo. 
Age: 6, 18, 24 mo. 
Attention and memory tasks 
and Bayley scales of Infant 
and Toddler Dev. III 
BF ↑ performance on 1 
(relational memory) of 15 
tests at 6 mo.  
BF ↔ 18 mo. 
BF ↑ performance 3 
(sequential memory, 
receptive and expressive 
language) of 15 tests at 24 
mo. 
Though significant, effect 
size small, and authors 
cannot exclude chance 
Maternal: age, EPDS, state score, trait 
score, education and ed. achievement, 
ethnicity (Chinese, Malay, Indian).  
Household income. Child: sex, birth 
weight, head size, gestational age, 
ethnicity, bilingual exposure  
Camargo-Figura (2014) 
Brazil 
Prospective study N=3,523 Yes/no 
Duration BF : <1 mo, 
1-11 mo, > 12 mo. 
BFE: < 1 mo, 1-5 mo, 
>5 mo. 
Interview 1st 24 hrs. 
after birth. 
 
3, 11.9, 23.9, 49.5, 81 
months. 
WISC-III 
Shorter duration BF 
predicted  ↓ child IQ (age 
6) 
Longer duration BFE 
predicted  less ↓ child IQ 
(age 6) 
Sex, parental skin color, paternal 
employment at birth,  household income 
at birth, maternal education, parental 
smoking during pregnancy, siblings at 
birth, head circumference for age during 
1st year, height for age during 1st year 
Caspi et al (2007) 
New Zealand 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N=1,037  New Zealand 
N=2,232  British twins 
Yes/no 
3 yrs. mother interview 
BF New Zealand 
2 yrs. mother interview 
BF British 
Age: 
New Zealand: 7, 9, 11 and 
13 IQ WISC-R 
DNA test (Maori excluded 
from sample) 
British 5 yr IQ by WPPSI-
BF ↑child IQ 
BF + C allele genotype  ↑↑ 
child IQ 
Effect diminished by 
adjusting for confounds but 
still significant 
Socioeconomic status, maternal 
cognitive ability (SRA verbal test New 
Zealand, British Wide Range 




R, DNA test (Non-
Caucasian excluded) 
Genotype  ↔ IQ 
Maternal genotype ↔ 
maternal IQ 
*Clark et al (2006) 
Chile 
Prospective study N=784 (452 collected, the 
rest inferred via multiple 
imputations). 
Years Data collected: 
1991-1996 
4 mo old mother 
interview 
BF duration up to 12 
mo. BFE not measured 
Age: 12 mo  
5.5 yrs. WPPSI-R, BBDTV-
MI, BCA- BWMR, B-
OTMP, PLS 3rd Ed. 
conducted by psychologists 
blind to condition.  
Each child rec’d a HOME 
score 
 
Maternal IQ WAIS-R SF 
Adjusted BF ↑ 
performance on, BWMR-
BCA, B-OTMP, PLS 3rd 
Ed. 
Adjusted, a non-significant 
trend noted for WPPSI-R. 
BBDTV-MI not significant. 
BF only milk source <2 mo 
or >8 mo (as compared to 
2-8 mo) ↓ cognitive and 
language performance 
overall,  BF only milk 
source > 8 ↓ BBDTV-MI 
 
Strongest predictor of 
cognitive and lg outcome  
HOME score. Maternal IQ 
strongest predictor of cog. 
outcome, paternal 
education strongest 
predictor of language 
outcome.  Gender, followed 
by HOME score strongest 
predictor of motor outcome 
Child age, gender, birth weight, weight 
for height z score, maternal age, father 
absent, parental education level, 
maternal IQ, maternal depressive 
symptoms, HOME environment, 
socioeconomic index  
Colen and Ramey 
(2014) 
United States 
Prospective study N=7,319 sibling 
N=1,773 discordant sib (one 
BF the other not) 
Yes/no 
Duration: no. of wks. 
until ceased. 
Age: 4-14 
BMI, obesity, asthma, 
hyperactivity, parental 
attachment, behavioral 
compliance, PIAT math, 
PIAT reading, Peabody 
picture vocabulary, WISC, 
scholastic competence  
Before restriction to 
siblings and within family 
fixed effects (and 
comparison to norms), BF↑ 
health and wellbeing 
outcomes including 
cognitive performance. 
After adjusting for siblings 
and within family fixed 
effects, BF  ↔ or even ↓ 
on outcome measures  
Age, female, race/ethnicity, mother’s 
marital status, region of country, 
insurance coverage (private, public, 
none), mean family income, mother’s 
employment status, preterm, birth order, 
age of mother, mother’s educational 
status, mother smoked or drank during 
pregnancy, pre-natal care during first 
trimester  
Dalmeijer et al. (2016) 
The Netherlands 
Prospective study N=277 breastfed 
N=157 BF 
Years BF data initially 
collected 1996-7   
Yes/no 
Low vs. high fatty acid 
content in breast milk. 
 
Age: 12, standard 
achievement test- Cito and 
teacher opinion, collected 
via mother questionnaire.  
Adjusted results BF ↑ Cito 
score and teacher opinion. 
In girls, ↑ LC-PUFA, 
DHA, EPA in breast milk ↑ 
academic performance as 
compared to non-BF girls.  
Boys LC-PUFA, DHA, 
EPA ↔ academic 
performance  
Sex, birth weight, gestational age, 
maternal age at child birth, maternal 
smoking during pregnancy, maternal 
education, paternal education, child 
care, healthy mental health, fish 




*Daniels & Adair 
(2005) Philippines 
Prospective study N = 2209 normal birth 
weight (NBW) and low 
birth weight (LBW) infants 





0-6 mo, 12-18 mo, 12-
18mo, 18-24mo, over 
24 mo 
 Age: 8.5 and 11.5 
Philippines Nonverbal 
Intelligence Test (analytical 
reasoning) 
 
↑ scores at 8.5 yrs. for 
infants breast-fed longer 
(1.6 pts. and 9.8 pts. higher 
among NBW and LBW 
infants, respectively, 
breast-fed for 12 to <18 mo 
vs. <6mo)   
Child gender, birth weight, gestational 
age, SES (household income, non-
income producing assets, index of 
urbanity), maternal information (age, 
education, parity, height, smoking and 
or drinking during pregnancy, father 
information (education, presence in 
home); childcare (delivery 
complications, vaccination status, 
number of baths per week, dietary 
variety at 2 yrs.); home environment 
(presence of books in home, mother 
reads, servants, hygiene of the home, 
electricity) 
Eriksen et al (2013) 
Denmark 
Prospective study N=1,782 Yes/no 
Duration >1 mo 
Age 5 WPPSI BF >1 mo predicted IQ at 5 
yrs.  Parental education and 
IQ were the strongest 
predictors of child IQ 
Parental education, parental age, 
maternal IQ, maternal BMI, single 
parent, birth weight and height 
Evenhouse and Reilly 
(2005) 
United States 
Prospective study N = 2734 sibling pairs in 
the USA 
Date BF data collected: 
1994-2008 
Yes/no 
Duration: BF <3 mo, 
3-6 mo, 6-9 mo, 9-12 
mo, 12-24mo > 24 mo 
PVT normed for age and 
sex, GPA, likeliness to go to 
college, whether child 
repeated grade 
BF ↑ PVT Parental investment and number of 




Prospective study N=999 
Date BF data collected:1977 
Yes/no 
<4 mo, 4-7mo, > 8 mo 
Measured beginning at 
birth 
4 mo., 1 year, annually until 
16, 18.  Interview and 
parental interview, IPPA, 
PBI, DSM-IV, self-report, 
criminal justice system 
report 
Adjusted duration BF ↑ 
perceived attachment to 
parents, parental care, 
perceived less 
overprotection.  BF and 
duration BF ↔ juvenile 
offending, substance use, 
mental health  
Maternal age, education, SES status, 
single parent, smoking during 
pregnancy, standard of living. Child 





Prospective study N=5,765 
Date BF data collected: 
1959-1961 
Duration BF  0-12 mo Developmental milestones, 
such as smiling, lifting 
head, grasping, sitting, 
rolling, crawling, standing, 
walking during 1st year 
Adjusted duration BF ↑ 
developmental milestone 
attainment in 1st year 
Parental social status, parity, parental 
age, single mother, child: sex, 
gestational age, birth weight, length, 
head circumference, BMI at birth, 
maternal smoking during pregnancy, 
maternal attitude, parental employment, 
institutional living at some point during 
1st year, daycare, postnatal growth 
Foroushani et al. (2010) 
United Kingdom 
 
Prospective study N=5,362 
Date BF data collected:1946 
Yes/no 
Duration 
2, 4, 6, interview, 
developmental milestones 
of sitting, standing, walking 
and talking, 8,11, 15, 
cognitive tests 26, reading 
tests, 43 visual and memory 
tests.  
Adjusted, duration BF ↑ 
developmental milestones, 
↑ verbal tests. Cognitive 
scores from 8 yrs. and 
beyond was significant ↑ in 
relation to BF for females, 
as mediated by 
developmental milestones.   
Questionnaire self-report 
after 8 years for all 
developmental tests  
A wide range of family and health 
factors, birth weight, child sex, illness 
parent SES, parental education, child 
education, home conditions 
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Gale et al. (2010) 
United Kingdom 
 
Prospective study N=241 
Date BF data 
collected:1998=2002 
6 mo maternal interview 
Duration BF, LCPUFA 
fortified formula, 
unfortified formula 
4 yrs.  WPPSI IQ, NEPSI, 
TVPS, HOME, WISC-SF 
(maternal)   
Unadjusted BF ↑ test 
performance.  After 
adjustment for maternal IQ 
and education, BF ↔ tests 
Fortified formula  ↑ IQ as 
compared to unfortified 
formula.  Intake of DHA in 
milk up to 6 mo ↔ any 
tests or IQ at 4yrs.  
Child female, low birth weight, 
gestational age, birth order, 
Mother’s age, years of schooling, IQ, on 
benefits, employment status, HOME 
environment 
Gibbs and Forste (2014) 
United States 
Prospective study N=7,500 
Date BF data collected:2001 
Yes/no 
Duration: 
<3 mo, 3-5 mo >6 mo 
Predominant BF 
9mo parent interview 
2yrs, 4yrs math and reading 
IRT skill assessment, 5 yrs. 
Predominant BF for >3 mo  
↑ math and reading IRT 
compared to BF <3 months 
Socioeconomic status, birth weight, 
race/ethnicity, female, single parent, 
sibling size, mother’s age at birth, born 
in U.S., mother’s BMI, twins, 
gestational age, mother smoked during, 
daycare, maternal depression, 





Prospective study N=1,645 
Maternal interview at birth 
Yes/no 
Duration 
PPVT-III, WISC 3rd ed. 
3 yrs. 
Unadjusted BF duration ↑  
PPVT-III, WISC. Adjusted 
scores dropped.   
↑ maternal education and 
test score + BF ↑ child 
PPVT score, and vice 
versa. Thus maternal 
education and test score 
mediated effects of BF 
Maternal education, age,  single parent,  
race/ethnicity, health, depression, 
smoking during pregnancy, household 
income, child race/ethnicity, birth 
weight, paternal education, age, HOME 
environment 
Girard et al. (2017) 
Ireland 
Prospective study N=7, 478 
Date BF data collected: 
2007-8 
9 mo maternal interview 
Yes/no 
Duration BF and BFE 
Breastfed up to 31 
days, 32 to 180 days, 
and≥181 days. 
Date ceased 
BAS-two scales, WPPSI, 
SDQ 
3, 5 yrs. 
Unadjusted BF duration ↑  
BAS, WPPSI, SDQ, 3 and 
5 yrs.  Adjusted BF 
duration ↔ BAS, WPPSI, 
SDQ except on 
hyperactivity at age 3 only.  
Non-significant by age 5.  
Resident spouse/partner, social class 
insurance, maternal: education, 
employment, age, ethnicity, depression, 
smoking during pregnancy, delivery 





Prospective study N = 249 from 2 rural and 
urban areas 




since birth; breast-fed 
(exclusive or partial) 
for up to 4 mo, and 
breast-fed (exclusive or 
partial) longer than 4 
mo 
Age: 18mo 
Bayley Infant Development 
Tests (mental and 
psychomotor development) 
Adjusted: mental 
development index 4.6 ↑ in 
babies BF for > 4mo than 
in those BF for <4mo. 
 ↔ in psychomotor 
development were found as 
a function of type of 
feeding. 
A statistically-significant 
linear correlation observed 
between duration of BF and 
scores for Bayley’s mental 
development index 
Mother’s age, birth order, number of 
siblings, mother’s work outside the 
home, parents’ educational attainments, 
mother’s smoking habits and 
consumption of other drugs; gender, 
weight and length of baby  
Grace et al (2017) 
Australia 
Prospective study N=2,868 
Date BF data collected 
1989-1991 
Duration BF 
<6 mo or > 6 mo 
<3 mo, 3–5 mo, 6–11 
mo 
and >12 months 
10, 14, 17 years MAND, 
NDI  
Adjusted, BF<6mo ↓ 
MAND, NDI 10, 14 and 17 
yrs.   
Maternal hypertension, smoking, 
drinking during pregnancy, mode of 
delivery, age, parity, family income, 
child sex, birth weight  
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Hekkila et al (2012) 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N=5,489 
Date BF data collected: 
2000-2002 
Yes/no 
Duration BF, BFE 
<2.0 mo, 2.0–3.9 mo 
and  >4.0 mo 
9 mo parental 
interview  
3, 5yrs FSP (teacher 
assessed points for 
achievement and overall) 
Unadjusted duration BF, 
BFE↑ FSP. Adjusted 
duration BF still significant 
↑ FSP but attenuated 
findings.  
SES, maternal age at birth, maternal 
education level, vocational status, 
maternal smoking during pregnancy, 
single parent, age start daycare, daycare, 
child chronic illness 
Holme et al. (2009) 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N=1,218 




BAS, QNST Unadjusted duration BF↑ 
verbal and visual IQ scores, 
by 5.9 points. Adjusted 
duration BF↔ verbal and 
visual IQ and QNST 
scores.  QNST ↑ maternal 
education, sex of child. IQ 
↑ maternal education, age, 
parity, housing, chronic 
childhood illness  
Maternal education, maternal age, 
parity, housing, chronic childhood 
illness, sex, socio-economic 
*Horta et al. (2013) 
Brazil, Philippines, 
India, and Guatemala 
Prospective study N = 10,082 
5 birth Cohorts: Brazil 
(1982) N = 4297; India 
(1969-72) N = 1583; 
Guatemala (1969-77) N = 
1571; the Philippines (1983-
84) N = 2032; and South 
Africa (1990) N = 2225 
Yes/no 
Duration 
Brazil: asked at 12, 20 
and 48mo, and if/when 
stopped. 20 months 
asked what age other 
liquids and foods 
added. BF defined as 
BM plus water or 
herbal teas only 
India: Age 3, 6, 9, 12, 
18, 24 mo asked about 
child’s diet. 
Guatemala: Mothers 
asked every 15 days 
starting at birth if they 
were BF. 15mo-5yrs, 
24hrs dietary intake 
recall every 3-6 mo 
Philippines: At every 2 
mo from 0-24mo, a 
24h recall of all foods 
and liquids was 
performed. 
South Africa: At 3, 6, 
12, and 24mo, asked if 
BF or no, when BF 
stopped and when 
milk, semi-solid or 
solid foods were 
introduced.  
Age at introduction of 
complementary foods 
 Highest grade attained 
Completed ≥ 12 years of 
school 
Unadjusted: ↑ association 
between BF and schooling 
in Brazil, ↓ association for 
the Philippines and ↔ in 
South Africa. 
Adjusted: Brazil schooling 
was ↑ among individuals 
BF for 3-12 months 
whereas the Philippines 
duration of BF was 
inversely associated with 
schooling; ↔ observed in 
South Africa and 
Guatemala. Late 
introduction of solid foods 
was associated with ↓ 
schooling achievement in 
Brazil and South Africa 
Age, sex, maternal age, smoking during 
pregnancy, birth weight and SES 
position at birth  
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Horwood and Fergusson 
(1998) 
New Zealand   
Prospective study N = 1064 children  
Date BF data collected: 
1977 
Yes/no 
Duration: Bf <4 mo, 4-
7mo, ≥8mo 
Age: 8-18yrs 
WISC-R, Teacher rating of 
school performance, 
Progressive Achievement 
Test of Reading 
Comprehension, 
Progressive Achievement 
Test of Mathematics, 
Scholastic Abilities (verbal 
and numerical reasoning), 
High School Outcomes 
BF ≥8mo  5 points↑ 
compared to non-BF 
children 
↑ BF duration ↑ cognitive 
abilities  
 
Maternal age, maternal education, 
family socioeconomic status, averaged 
standard of living, averaged family 
income, maternal smoking duration 
pregnancy, gender, birth order, birth 
weight 
Huang et al. (2014) 
United States 
Prospective study N = 2,784 children 
Date BF data collected: 
1997-2007 
Yes/no 
Duration: 0-12 mo 
Age: 0-12 yrs. 
WJ-R (Letter-Word 
Identification test and 
Applied Problems test, and 
Passage Comprehension 
test) 
BF ↑ test scores 
BF and non-BF children 
similar growth trajectories 
in test scores over time.  
↑ BF ↑ duration test cores 
(but weaker) 
Child’s race, gender, preterm birth, low 
birth weight, neonatal intensive care at 
birth, and physical/mental limitations on 
childhood or school activities. 
Mother’s age, years of schooling, 
employment status, and parenting 
practices. 
Household size, number of children in 
households, food stamp program 
participation, aid to families with 
dependent children or temporary 
assistance for needy families 
participation, homeownership, and 
household income  




Prospective study N = 10,416 children 
BF data collected: 1990s 
 
Yes/no 
Whether or not 
children fed according 
to schedule: Regular 
(breast or bottle) 
Yes, always; yes, try 
to; or no, fed on 
demand 
Ages: 5, 7, 8 11, and 14 
IQ tests when children were 
aged 8 yrs.; academic 
attainment measured via 
SAT scores at 7, 11, and 14. 
Each age averaged each 
child’s scores across 
reading, writing and math at 
5 and 7 yrs. and English, 
math and science at 11 and 
14yrs  
 
Schedule-fed babies went 
on to do less well 
academically than  
demand-fed.  
Adjusted: schedule-fed 
babies performed around 
17% of a standard 
deviation below demand-
fed babies in standardized 
tests at all ages, and 4 
points lower in IQ tests at 
age 8yrs 
Marital status, maternal health, mental 
health, housing tenure, neighborhood 
quality, smoking, breastfeeding attitudes 
and intentions, breastfeeding initiation 
and duration, reading to children, 
smacking and shouting 
 
Innis et al (1996) 
Canada 
Retrospective RCT N=433 
BF data collected: 1993-4 
(infants 9 mo) 
Yes/no 
Duration, BFE (in 
terms of formula vs. 
BM or mixed) 
Age: 9 mo 
Preferential looking acuity, 
Novelty preference test 
(FTII) 
LA, and LNA formula fed 
babies ↔ DHA and AA BF 
babies on these two 
cognitive measures 
Body weight, gender, length, head 
circumference, ethnicity, family income, 




Prospective study N = 323 
BF data collected: 1980-
1981 




Exclusively BF and 
exclusively bottle-fed  




BF children had ↑ scores 
on IQ tests at 4 and 11. 
Adjusted: social class and 
education,-effect remains to 
predominantly full-term 
sample.  
No longer significant after 
adjusting for maternal IQ 
assessed on the PPVT-R 
and for parenting skills 
assessed on Home 
Observation for 
SES, maternal age, education, HOME 
score, birth weight gestational age at 
birth, parity and sex of infant 
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Measurement of the 
Environment (HOME).  
Relationship between BF 
and Woodcock Reading 
Achievement scores at 11 
yrs. were ↓ to 
nonsignificant levels after 
inclusion of maternal IQ 
and the HOME 
Jedrychowski et al. 
(2012) 
Poland 
Prospective study N = 505 women 
BF data collected: 2001-
2004 
Yes/no 
Duration: Asked how 
many mo, when 
exclusive BF stopped 
Ages: 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 
BSID-II (habituation, 




vocalization, language and 
social skills) 
Exclusive BF up to 3 mo 
had 2.1pts ↑ IQs compared 
to the others; BF 4-6mo 
scored 2.6pts ↑; and  >6 mo 
score increased by 3.8pts 
Maternal education, gender, parity and 
weight gain in pregnancy 
Jenkins and Foster 
(2014) 
United States 
Prospective study N=10,700 infants, children 
and parents 
Year BF data collected: 
2001 
Yes/no 
Duration: 0-7+ mo 
BFE 
 
Age: 2 and 4 yrs. 
Age 2: interviews cognitive, 
motor skills and BMI Age 
4: math, reading, fine motor 
skills and BMI 
Age 2: Mental, BFE ↑ at all 
levels exposure with small 
effect size. No dose-
response pattern BFE. 
Motor, BFE 1 mo ↑ but 
very small effect size. No 
significant effect BFE on 
BMI. 
Age 4:  Reading, BFE ↑ 
effect at all levels. Math,  
BFE ↑ at all levels. No 
dosage pattern. BMI, BFE 
↓ very small effect size no 
dosage pattern. Fine motor, 
BFE ↑ at all levels. No 
dosage pattern 
IPTW, PS adjustment (a weighted sum 
of covariates). Mother health 
occupation; education; race/ethnicity; 
age; tobacco during pregnancy; alcohol 
during pregnancy; CESD; LBW; WIC 
during pregnancy, urban; food security; 
premature 
Jiang et al. (2011) 
United States 
 
Prospective study N = 3,271 children 
Year BF data collected: 
1968-1997 
Yes/no 
Duration: never BF, 
<6mo, 7-12mo, and 
>12mo 
Age: 3 or 6yrs 
WJ-R (intellectual ability, 
current developmental 
status, degrees of mastery in 
reading and math, and group 
standing-age or grade 
group, letter word, passage 
comprehension, and applied 
problems sets, summation 
measures for broad reading 
and broad math) 
WISC-R (short-term 
working memory –
backwards and forward digit 
span) 
Adjusted: ↑ BF initiation 
small ↑ cognitive 
performance 
BF duration showed a non-
linear effect on cognitive 
outcomes and most effects 
not significant 
Child’s age, race, ethnicity, sex, number 
of siblings, whether the child was first 
born to the mother, whether the child 
was born preterm, born small of 
gestational age, mother-rated child’s 
health at birth as compared to other 
babies, and the home observation scale 
Maternal IQ, age at time of child birth, 
self-rated health status, whether enrolled 
in WIC program or Medicaid during 
pregnancy, working, married, or head of 
household the year of child’s birth. 
Household’s income from the year of 
the child’s birth  
Julvez et al. (2014)  
Spain 
Prospective study N = 657 




partially BF ≤ 4mo, 
long-term BF 4-6mo, 
Age 4 yrs. 
MSCA includes general 
cognitive, verbal, 
quantitative, memory, 
Full BF ↑ child general 
MSCA scores at age 4 after 
adjusting for confounders 
Parental education, social class (using 
the UK Registrar General’s 1990 
classification according to current 






and motor functions 
Occupations parental occupation), 
gestational age, birth weight, mother’s 
occupation, employment, n3 fatty acid 
diet, and parents living together 
Kanazawa (2015) 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study Study 1: N=7,419 babies, 
children, adults, and parents 
Years: 1958-2009 
Study 2: N=2,588 mothers 
N=4, 287 
Yes/no 
Study 1: Duration: 0-
2+ mo (mother first 
interviewed  when 
child age 7) 
 
Study 2:  Duration: 0-
78 mo 
Study 1: Ages: 7, 11,16, 23, 
33, 41-42, 46-47.  
Age 7, 11, 16yrs:  IQ  
Age 7: Cog tests: CDT, 
DAMT,SGRT, PAT.  
Age 11yrs: Cog tests: 
VGAT,NGAT, RCT, MT, 
CDT 
Age 16yrs: Cog tests: RCT, 
MCT. 
Factor analysis for 
composite general 
intelligence score at each 
age.  
Parental IQ estimated by 
parent education level and 
social. 
Study 2: Age 4, 5-6, 7+ Age 
4 cog. tests: PPVT; verbal 
memory Age 5-6; PPVT; 
verbal memory, PIAT math; 
PIAT reading Age 7+: 
PPVT, PIAT math, PIAT 
reading. 
Parental IQ 
Study 1: BF ↑ composite 
IQ score at all ages. BF ↑ 
IQ ages 7-16. 
Effect attenuated when 
controlling for parental 
intelligence. 
 
Study 2: Each mo of BF ↑ 
.3 IQ 
Study 1: Parental IQ as estimated by 
proxies of education level and social 
class.  
Parental age at birth.  
LBW 
Multiple intelligence measure.  
 
Study 2: Child age, parental IQ, parental 
education, parental earnings, duration 
and amount of alcohol consumed daily 
during pregnancy, duration and amount 
of smoking daily during pregnancy, 
child height and weight 
 
Kim et al. (2017) 
Korea 
 
Prospective study N = 960 
BF data collected: 2006 and 
2011 
Yes/no 
Duration and timing 
Volume: Baseline 
100mL was estimated 
for a feeding lasting 
≥10min on one side, 
both sides for ≥10min 
assumed to consume 
200ml of BM 
Type: BM, formula, 
combined breast and 
formula  
Age: 6 mo, 5yrs 
BSID-II, MDI and PDI 
↓ correlation between 
maternal diet and MDI and 
PDI at age 6mo 
Maternal age, pregnancy BMI, log-
transformed urinary cotinine level, 
residential area, maternal education 
level, use of supplements, long-
transformed maternal energy intake, 
gestation age, gender, BF status at 6 mo, 
log transformed infantile PUFAs intake 
and blood mercury level 
Koh (2017) 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N = 18, 500 






BF has ↑ positive impacts 
on children with lower test 
scores. Effects for children 
↓ the 20th percentile are 
about 2-2.5 times ↑ than 
those for children above the 
80th percentile.↑ 
distributional effects when 
the duration of BF is 
extended 
Mother’s age at birth, race, marital 




*Kramer et al. (2008) 
Belarus 
Cluster randomized trial with 
follow-up 
N=17,046 infants 
N=13,889 6.5 yrs. at follow-
up. 




Duration: 3 mo, 6mo, 
9mo, and 12mo 
6.5 years, WAISI (translated 
to Russian) admin by 
pediatricians who were not 
blind to condition 
Reading, writing, math, 
other subjects at school as 
eval. by teachers, blind to tx 
status, 5pt Lickert scale very 
below to very above  grade 
level  
Duration BF an BFE ↑ IQ 
and teacher ratings in 
reading and writing at 6.5 
years  
Maternal age, maternal education, older 
children living in household, maternal 
smoking during pregnancy, male child, 
birth weight  
Lawlor et al. (2006) 
Australia 
Prospective study N = 7223 
Years BF data collected: 
1981 and 1984 
Yes/no 
Duration: never, <4mo, 
≥4mo at 6mo follow-
up 
Age: 5 and 14 yrs. 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
test (verbal comprehension) 
at 5yrs 
Raven’s SPM (intelligence) 
and WRAT3 (non-verbal 
reasoning ability or general 
intelligence) at 14yrs 
BF associated with  IQ at 
ages 5 and 14yrs. Family 
income and parental 
education associated with  
IQ, robust to confounds and 
potential mediators. 
BF associated with ↑ IQ at 
ages 5 and 14yrs 
BF ↑ proportion of 
variation explained to 10 
BF possibly mediating 
association between 
maternal age and smoking 
during pregnancy and IQ at 
5 and 14. Girls  IQ 
compared to boys. Birth 
weight and birth weight for 
gestational age and height 
at 14  associated with IQ at 
14. BMI  IQ weakly age 5  
IQ  weakly age 14 
Family income, parental education, 
maternal age at birth, maternal ethnicity, 
maternal smoking during pregnancy, 
duration of labor, birth weight, 
childhood height, and BMI 
Lee et al. (2016) 
Korea 
Prospective study N = 697 infants 
N= 125 formula only 
N = 572 BF with or without 
formula  
Yes/no 
Duration: <3, 3-5, 6-8, 
9-11, and ≥ 12mo 
Ages: 12, 24, and 36mo 
K-BSID-II (mental 
development) 
Unadjusted: ↑ BF ↑ MDI 
score  
Adjusted: BF for  ≥ 9m had 
sig↑ cognitive development 
than not BF  
Maternal education level, maternal age, 
family income, sex, gestational age, and 
infant birth weight 
Leventakou et al. (2015) 
Greece 
Prospective study N = 540 mother-child pairs Yes/no 
Duration: Never, 1-
6mo, and >6mo 
Ages: 18mo 
Bayleys-III (cognitive scale, 
language scale, receptive 
communication, expressive 
communication, motor scale 
↑ duration of BF linearly ↑ 
associated with all Bayley 
scales except of gross 
motor 
Adjustment: persisted with 
an ↑ of 0.28 points in the 
scale of cognitive 
development, 0.29 points in 
the scale of receptive 
communication, and 0.30 
points in the scale of 
expressive communication, 
0.29 points in the scale of 
fine motor development per 
accumulated month of BF 
(A) Parental characteristics: maternal 
and paternal age at birth; education at 
recruitment (low level 
≤6 years of school, medium level 7–12 
years of school and high 
level university or technical college 
degree); origin (Greek/ 
non-Greek); maternal working status at 
18 months of child’s 
age (yes/no); marital status at birth 
(married–engaged/other); 
maternal and paternal smoking during 
pregnancy (non-smoker/ 
quit during pregnancy/smoker); 
maternal and paternal smoking 
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at 9 months of child’s age (yes/no); 
parents’ relationship at 
9 months of child’s age (improved/same 
as before/more arguments); 
and postpartum depressive symptoms 
assessed at 8–10 
weeks after delivery by using the 
Edinburgh Postpartum 
Depression Scale (EPDS).26 (B) 
Perinatal and infant characteristics: 
gender (male/female); type of delivery 
(caesarean/vaginal); 
siblings at birth (yes/no); birth order 
(order number); birth 
weight (g); head circumference (cm); 
length (cm); gestational 
age (completed weeks); preterm birth 
(<37 weeks of gestation; 
yes/no); neonatal intensive care unit and 
hospitalization (yes/ 
no); day care attendance at 18 months of 
age (yes/no); hours/ 
day spent with mother at 18 months of 
age (number); hours/day 
spent with father at 18 months of age 
(number); and age of 
introduction of solid foods (months) 
Makrides et al (2000) 
Australia 
Prospective study RCT N=69 
N=63 Non-randomized BF 
reference group 
Yes/no 
Yes= full breastfeeding 
200 ml< formula per 
wk. 1st 16 wks.  200 ml 
< day btwn 16 wks. 
and 1 yr. 
No= RCT: No 
LCPUFA formula; 
DHA added formula; 
DHA + AA added 
formula 
Birth to age 2 
Bayley scales PDI and MDI 
VEP 
Adjusted BF ↑ Bayley 
MDI at 2 yrs.  BF ↑ VEP at 
34 wks. but not at 16 wks.  
All formula groups ↔ 
MDI, PDI, VEP.  
 
Gender, gestational age, birth weight, 
mother smokes, mother education, 
mother social score, partner smoke, 
education social score, birth order, 




China and rural areas 
(Uygur, Kazak, Han) 
Prospective study N=442 
Date BF data collected: 
2004-05 
Age at 1st collection: <12 
mo 
Yes/no 
Age at which other 
kinds of solid food 
began to be mixed with 
BF 
Denver Developmental 
Screening Test  
Adjusted BF duration 
before time of introduction 
of supplemental food ↔ 
intelligence overall. Earlier 
introduction of 
supplemental food (i.e. 
shorter duration BFE) ↑ 
intellectual development 
markers.  At > 24 mo 
longer duration BFE ↑ 
intellectual ability score 
Family social factors, education method, 
parental cultural level, type of work, 
eating history, expense of food  
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McCrory and Layte 
(2011) 
Ireland  
Retrospective study N = 8226 
Date BF data collected: 
1997-1998 
Yes/no 
Duration: ≤5 wks., 6-
15wks, 16-25wks, and 
26+ weeks 




(vocabulary and math) 
Unadjusted: BF scored 
8.67% points higher on 
reading and 7.42% points 
on math compared to not 
BF 
Adjusted: BF children sig 
test score ↑ of 3.24% points 
on reading and math 
compared to not BF 
Any amount of BF ↑ test 
scores than no exposure, 
but dose-response weak 
Child: Child’s gender, birth weight, 
gestation period, and whether child 
spent time in Neonatal Intensive Care 
Unit at time of birth. 
SES: : primary and secondary carrier's 
social class, primary carrier's social 
class, primary carrier's education level 
and household income 
Socio-environmental: Number of 
children’s books in home (parental 
stimulation) 
Maternal information: mother’s age, 
ethnicity, and IQ 
McCrory and Murray 
(2013) 
Ireland  
Prospective study N = 11,134 




Yes/no Exclusive BF 
Duration: never BF, 
BF ≤ 1, 2wks - <1 mo, 
1 mo <3mo, 3mo - 
<6mo, and > 6mo 
Exclusively BF for 
6mo, and > 6mo 
Age: 9 mo old 
ASQ parent report 
(communication, gross 
motor, fine motor, problem-
solving and personal social) 
BF 
BF associated with ↑ gross 
motor, fine motor, problem 
solving and personal social 
skills (but not 
communication) 
Remained after adjustments 
for confounding variables 
↔ duration or exclusive 
over partial BF 
Birth weight, singleton status, 
gestational age, maternal age, 
ethnicity/racial background, SES of 
household, household social class, 
maternal education, maternal smoking, 
employed, and occupation 
*Nandi et al. (2017) 
India 





Duration: 0+ mo 
 
(Mothers interviewed 
when children 13-18 or 
8-11)  
1. Age 13-18 educational 
current enrollment, 
performance and highest 
grade. 
2 Age 8-11 years 
educational attainment years 
and standardized tests in 
reading, writing and math 
 
1. Overall duration BF ↔ 
educational outcomes. 36 
mo BF  ↑ 0.28 points test 
scores as compared to 12 
mo. Male BF ↑ 0.01 
education 0.02 test scores. 
2. Overall duration BF ↔ 
educational outcomes. 
Above median BF duration 
↑ 0.1 higher ed attainment 
yrs. >12 to 24 mo and >24 
mo duration BF ↑ 0.12 
extra yrs. ed attainment 
compared to < or =6 mo 
duration BF 
1.Months before introduction of solid 
food; caste uncontrasted (social class); 
religion Hindu or not; standard of living 
(wealth);parental education; sex; age; 
birth order; pre-term; nutrition and 
health intervention program; sample 
size. 
2. Months before introduction of solid 
food; months before introduction of 
milk; caste (social class); rural; religion 
Muslim or Christian; preterm; age; sex; 
LBW; interaction btwn sex and duration 
of BF; household size; standard of 
living (wealth); sample size 
Oddy et al. (2003) 
Australia 
Prospective study N = 2,860 




fed, fully breast-fed for 
<4mo, 4-6mo, and  
>6mo 
Verbal Cognitive IQ 
(PPVT-R) available for 
1450 children at 6yrs age; 
Performance subtest 
(Perceptual organization 
WISC-Block Design) for 
1375 children at 8 yrs. 
↓ duration associated with 
↓ Verbal IQ Cognitive IQ 
and Performance subtest 
BF for >6mo had a mean 
verbal IQ cognitive scores 
6.44 pts. higher and Block 
Design scores 1.13 higher 
than children never BF 
Gender, gestational age (wks.), 
percentage of expected birth-weight, 
proportion of expected ponderal index 
as an intrauterine growth measure of 
appropriateness of infant leanness at 
birth, duration of full breast-feeding, 
maternal age at child’s birth (mo), 
maternal education, parental smoking 




Oddy et al. (2004) 
Australia 
Prospective study N = 1,450 at age 6 
N = 1,375 at age 8 
Years BF data collected: 
1989-1982 
Yes/no 
Duration: non, <0 to 
<4mo 4 to 6mo, and 
>6mo 
Age: 6 and 8 yrs. 
PPVT and Block Design 
↑ BF duration in older, 
better educated, 
nonsmokers, and who did 
not have other children.  
Adjusted: remained 
significant effect between 
BF duration of receipt of 
human milk and verbal IQ 
with a 3.56 point advantage 
of children fully BF for 
more than 6 six mo 
compared to children never 
BF. Association of full BF 
with the performance 
subtest was weakened after 
adjustment 
Gender, gestational age, maternal age, 
maternal education, parental smoking 
and the presence of older siblings 
Oddy et al. (2010) 
Australia 
Prospective study N = 2,868 





fed, fully breast-fed for 
<4mo, 4-6mo, and  
>6mo 
Educational Assessment at 
10 yrs. age 
WAMSE 
Math, reading, writing, and 
spelling 
10 yr old children fully BF 
for 6 mo or > had ↑ 
academic scores than 
children who were BF for < 
6mo.  
Boys with a longer duration 
had ↑ math, spelling, 
reading and writing scores 
compared to girls 
Maternal age, maternal education, 
marital status of the mother, language 
stimulation and family income 
*Pancheco et al. (2013) 
Singapore 
Retrospective study N = 662 children 
Years BF data collected: 
1999 
Yes/no Age: 7-9  
Raven’s Standard 
Progressive Matrices (non-
verbal reasoning ability 
Similarly in the half 
sample, although an odds 
ratio of 1.316 for being 
breast-fed indicates that 
children breast-fed (relative 
to those not) are 1.3 times 
more likely to have a 
higher IQ, this is not 
statistically significant. 
 
The positive impact of 
being breast-fed and the 
higher the father's 
education; a negative 
impact the later in the birth 
order 
 
Parental education, income, ethnicity, 
parent’s top-ranked school, birth order, 
whether BF and mother’s work status  
Peters et al. (2013) 
United States 
Prospective study N = 1928 African American 
and Caucasian children 




Duration: never, ≤ 1, 2-
3mo, 4-6mo, 7-9mo 
and ≥ 9 mo 
Age: 6yrs and older 
Woodcock Johnson Revised 
Tests of Achievement 
(reading and math) 
Letter-Word Identification 
and the Passage 
Comprehension, and 
Applied Problems (math) 
African Americans scored 
↓ than Caucasian children 
by 10.6 and 10.9 points on 
reading and math, 
respectively 
After accounting for the 
impact of having been 
breastfed during infancy, 
the racial test gap 
decreased by 17% for 
reading scores and 9% for 
Child age, gender, preterm birth, low 
birth weight, neonatal intensive care at 
birth, physical or mental limitations on 
childhood or school activities. 
Mother’s age, number of schooling 
years, employment status, mother’s 
parenting practices, parental warmth, 
cognitive stimulation, home 
environment, and emotional support. 
Household size, number of children in 
households, food stamp program, 
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math scores  homeownership, and income 
Quigley et al (2012) 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N=11, 101 term 
N=778 preterm 
Age 9 months sweep 1 
Duration: BF, BFE 0-2 
mo,  2-3.9 mo, >4 yrs. 
Sweep 2, 3 yrs. old, Sweep 
3, 5 year old, Sweep 4, 7 
yrs. old. Cog dev. assessed 
at sweep 3 using BAS 2nd 
Ed.  
Maternal IQ not measured  
BF and duration BF↑ 
cognitive development for 
term babies.  Effect 
diminished when 
confounders adjusted for. 
Pre-term BF vs. NBF even 
greater ↑ cog dev., 3 mo 
ahead      
Sex, birth weight, gestational age, 
planned pregnancy, birth order, 
maternal alcohol use and/or smoking 
during pregnancy, maternal age, 
relationship status, maternal and 
paternal beliefs and time spent with 
child, maternal attachment, depression, 
child age at initiation of schooling. 
Comparisons to norms were made 
Quinn et al. (2001) 
Australia 
Prospective study N = 3880 children 







<6mo, or still BF at 
6mo 
Age: 5yrs 
PPVT-R (standardized test 
of receptive language) 
↑ BF ↑ PPVT-R scores 
↑  PPVT-R scores with ↑ 
duration of BF 
Adjusted mean for those 
BF for 6 mo or more was 
8.2 points ↑ for females 
and 5.8 points for males 
when compared to those 
not BF 
Sex of infant, birth weight, Apgar at 5 
min and small for gestational age status. 
Number of ear infections over the 
previous 12 mo, a history of previous 
ear surgery and overall health of the 
child were collected at 5yrs. At 5yr 
follow up, the number of children in the 
household and the time the subject child 
spent in daycare or preschool were 
measured. Marital status at the first 
pregnancy, whether or not the parents 
were born in an English-speaking 
country and how long they had lived in 
Australia, level of maternal education at 
the first visit, maternal age and families 
experiencing consistent poverty at each 
follow up. Degree to which the mother 
played with the child, talked to the 
child, taught the child, and encouraged 
the child’s interests were used as a 
measure of infant stimulation. Smoked 
cigarettes during early and late 
pregnancy, symptoms of depression and 
anxiety measured in early pregnancy at 
birth, 6mo and 5 yr 
Rao et al. (2002) 
Norway and Sweden  
Prospective study N = 220 term children -born 
small gestation age (SGA)  
N = 299 term children –
born appropriate for 
gestational age (AGA) 




Duration: exclusive BF 
(child formula, milk, 
cereal or solids, and at 
what age foods was 
introduced. 
Age: 13mo and 5yrs 
Bayley Scales of Infant 
Development 
Wechsler Preschool and 
Primary Scales of 
Intelligence (verbal and 
non-verbal tasks to measure 





Infants born SGA were 
given supplemental foods 
significantly earlier than 
those born AGA. 
Growth of infants born 
SGA was not related to 
early nutritional 
supplementation. The 
salutary effect of exclusive 
breastfeeding on cognitive 
development was greater 
for children born SGA 
Maternal education, gestational age, 





than for those born AGA. 
Based on a linear 
association between 
duration of exclusive 
breastfeeding and 
intelligence quotient (IQ), 
children born SGA and 
exclusively breastfed for 
24 wk. were predicted to 
have an 11-point IQ 
advantage over those 
breastfed for 12 wk., as 
opposed 
to a 3-point advantage for 
children born AGA with 
similar durations of 
breastfeeding. The IQ 
distribution of children 
born SGA and exclusively 
breastfed for more than 12 
wk. was not different 
from that of all children 
born AGA 
Rees and Sabia (2009) 
United States  
Prospective study N = 20,746 siblings 
BF data collected: 1995 
Yes/no 
Don’t know 
Duration: < 3mo, 3 – 
6mo, 6-9mo, 9-12mo, 




High school GPA, college 
attendance, and cognitive 
ability (PPVT)  
BF associated with ↑ in 
high school grade point 
average and the probability 
of college attendance. 
Adding cognitive ability to 
model explains more than 
1/2 of the estimated effect 
of being breast-fed on high 
school grades and 1/5 of 
the estimated effect on 
college attendance 
Adolescent-mother relationship, 
race/ethnicity, household income, 
family size, birth order, parental 
education, region, mother employed 
Sajjad et al. (2015) 
The Netherlands 
Prospective study N = 6,205 
Mother-child dyads  
Years BF data collected: 
2002-2006  
Yes/no 
Exclusive BF: never, 
partial for <4mo, not 
thereafter; exclusive 
for 4 mo, partial 
thereafter, and 
exclusive BF for > 6 
mo 
Duration: <2 mo, 2-6, 
6-10, and >10 mo 
 
Age: 6 yrs. old 




abilities and categories 
assessing abstract abilities 
Unadjusted: 
↑ BF associated with ↑ 
child IQ with 0.32 
advantage points for each 
additional month of BF 
Adjusted: attenuated to 
0.09 points after adjustment 
for child factors, 
sociodemographic factors, 
parental lifestyle factors 
and maternal IQ  
Child gender, weight, gestational age at 
birth, mode of delivery, time spent in 
daycare, parity, maternal age, maternal 
BMI, parental ethnicity, maternal 
smoking during pregnancy, maternal 
alcohol intake during pregnancy and at 
age 6, parental educational levels, 
psychopathology during pregnancy, 
maternal employment, maternal 
intelligence, maternal diet, children of 
different national origins on the basis of 
country of birth of the parents and 
grandparents as ‘Dutch’, ‘Moroccan’, 
‘Turkish’, ‘Antillean’, 
Surinamese’, ‘Cape-Verdean;, ‘other 
western’ and ‘other non-western 
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Sloan et al. (2010) 
Northern Ireland 
Retrospective study N = 137 (in analysis) 
BF data collected: 2002-
2004 
Yes/no 
Duration: length of 
time for which BF 
continues regardless of 
when other milks, 
drinks or weaning 
foods are introduced 
≥ 1mo BF, ≥1 mo 
formula-fed or ≤ 1 mo 
BF 
Age: 1 yr 
Bayley Scales of Infant 
Development (converted to 
age-normed Mental 
Developmental Index).  
BF duration had a ↑ linear 
association with cognitive 
scores at 1 yr.  
Adjusted: remained 
significant 
Mother’s age, level of education, 
smoking during pregnancy, marital 
status, SES, stimulation in the home, 
infant gender, birth weight, birth order 
Slykerman et al. (2005) 
New Zealand 
Prospective study N = 502 
Small gestational birth 
weight (SGA): 250 
Appropriate for gestational 
age (AGA): 251 
Years BF data collected: 
1995-1997 
Yes/no 
Not at all, <6mo, 6-
12mo or longer than 
12mo 
Exclusive BF: not at 
all, <2mo, 2-4mo, or 
5mo or longer 
Age: 3.5yr 
SBIS- 4  
BF not significantly related 
to intelligence scores in the 
total sample despite a trend 
for longer periods of BF to 
be associated with higher 
scores 
SGA group: BF 
significantly related to IQ 
at 3.5yrs. Small for 
gestational age children 
who were BF for longer 
than 12mo had adjusted 
scores 6.0 points higher 
than those who were not 
BF 
Gestation, infant gender, maternal 
tertiary education, marital status, SES as 
measured by parental occupation, 
maternal age, parity, and maternal 
smoking during pregnancy 
Smith et al. (2003) 
United States 
Prospective study N = 439 









Battery for Children, 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test, and Clinical 
Evaluation of Language 
Fundamentals 
CVLT, WRAT-Visual 
motor abilities  
BF children had↑ 3.5 IQ 
points for overall 
intellectual functioning and 
2.3 IQ points for verbal 
ability compared to not-BF 
children 
Home environment, maternal verbal 
ability, parental education and 
occupation, and length of 
hospitalization 
Steer et al (2010) 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N=5,934  






(maternal interview 1 
mo after birth) 
Age: 8 WISC IQ Adjusted formula + GG 
genotype ↓ IQ.  GG 
genotype + BF ↔ 
 CG, CC genotype IQ 
Maternal age, maternal education, 
family socioeconomic status, paternal 
social class, Child gender, weight, 
gestational age at birth, ethnicity, 
genotype, maternal stimulation, home 
environment 
Straub et al. (2016) 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N = 13,988 children 




formula or BM, and 
age at which other 




General Certificate of 
Secondary Education 
↑ BF ↑ educational 
attainment and ↑ average 
income in later life 
Adjusted: being breast-fed 
<6 months yielded an OR 
of 1·30 (95 % CI 1·13, 
1·51) and for 
≥6 months yielded an OR 
of 1·72 (95 % CI 1·46, 
2·05), compared with never 
breast-fed children 
Therefore, the economic 
benefit of being breast-fed 
Maternal age, maternal education, 
maternal smoking and maternal life 
events 
Single or multiple birth, sex and 
ethnicity, birth weight and the number 
of siblings at birth 
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<6 months would be £4208 
and that for ≥6 months 
would be £8799/ 
child. The model shows 
that the ↑ educational 
attainment associated with 
being breast-fed has a ↑  
economic benefit for 






Prospective study N = 85 
Years BF data collected:  
Yes/no 
Duration: Food records 
from last 24hours. 
Exclusive BF in 
months 
Age: 3 and 6yrs  
Icelandic developmental 
inventory for evaluation of 
motor and verbal 
development 
 
↑ BF duration associated 
with ↑ children’s motor 
component and the total 
developmental index at 6yr 
Adjusted: ↓ association 
between maternal BMI and 
2 out of 3 developmental 
composite scores (verbal 
component and the total 
developmental index) 
Maternal self-reported weight, height, 





Prospective study RCT N = 1403 
Years BF data collected: 
1992-1993 
Yes/no 
Duration: Time during 
which children 




Total BF duration 
measured irrespective 
of supplementation 
with other foods  
Age: 10 and 12 yrs. 
The CVLT measuring 
memory and learning, digit 
span test, attention, using 
the continuous performance 
test (sustained attention, 
inhibition and impulsivity) 
executive functions using 
the coding test of the WISC-
R and phonemic verbal 
fluency test, visuospatial 
functions using the WISC-R 
block design test; language 
using the WISC-R 
vocabulary and similarities 
test, the Boston naming test, 
the semantic verbal fluency 
test; motor skills and 
writing praxis test 
↑ association between  
exclusive BF duration and 
test scores in the 
vocabulary and similarities 
test.  
Scores on one writing 
praxis test subcategory ↓ 
with ↑ duration of both 
exclusive BF and BF 
irrespective of consumption 
of other foods. 
↓ association between one 
subcategory of the CVLT 
and BF duration > 6 mo 
Sex, birth weight, gestational age, 
mother’s age at birth, type of delivery, 
family composition, parents’ education, 
presence of central nervous system 
diseases or other chronic diseases, 
current prescription of antihistamines or 
antiepileptic drugs, and the amount of 
thimerosal to which children were 
exposed through vaccines. Medical 
conditions relevant therapies verified 
with the family pediatricians through 
review of local medical charts 
*Veena et al. (2010) 
India 
Prospective study N = 514 children 
Years BF data collected: 
1997-1998 
How: breast, bottle, 
breast + bottle (<4, 4, 
5, ≥6mo), or other 
Duration: <3, 3-5, 6-8, 
9-11, 12-17, and 18 + 
mo 
Age: 9-10 yrs. age 
KABC-II (short-term 
memory, long-term memory 
and retrieval ability, visuo-
spatial ability and language 
production 
↔ duration of BF and 
KABC-II at 9-10yrs for 
unadjusted and adjusted 
Maternal age, parity, BMI and height in 
pregnancy, gender, gestational age at 
birth, birth weight, current age, BMI, 
height, parents’ school attainment, 
rural/urban residence, current SES (SLI) 
*Victora et al. (2005) 
Brazil 
Prospective study N = 2,250 
Years BF data collected: 
1983-1986 
Yes/no 
Duration: <1, 1-2.9, 3-
5.9, 6-8.9, 9-11.9, ≥ 
12mo 
Age: 18 yrs. age 
Highest grade achieved in 
school 
↑ in school achievement 
with ↑ BF duration 
≥ 9mo duration had 0.5-0.8 
increase in school grades 
compared to BF for < 1mo  
 
Monthly family income, maternal and 
paternal education, household assets 
index, social class, birth weight, 
maternal smoking in pregnancy, number 
of siblings, and ethnicity/skin color 
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 Von Stumm and Plomin 
(2015) 
United Kingdom 
Prospective study N = 11,582 twins 
Years BF data collected: 
1994-1996 
Yes/no 
Duration: how many 
days? 





Measures at ages 2, 3, and 
4: verbal and nonverbal 
cognitive ability via parents 
Measures at age 7: verbal 
(Similarities subtest and 




III-UK) and Conceptual 
Grouping from McCarthy 
Scales of Children’s 
Abilities 
Measures at age 9: mailed 
verbal (vocabulary and 
general knowledge tests 
from WISC-III-UK) and 
nonverbal (Puzzle test from 
Figure Classification subtest 
of Cognitive Abilities Test 
(CAT3) and Shapes test 
Measures at age 10: web-
based verbal (General 
Knowledge and 
Vocabulary) and nonverbal 
(Picture Completion-WISC-
III-UK and Raven’s 
Standard Progressive 
Matricies 
Measures at age 12: web-
based same as age 10 
Measures at age 14: web-
based verbal (Vocabulary-
WIS-C-III-PI) and 
nonverbal and (Raven’s 
Standard Progressive  
Matricies 
Measures at age 16: web-
based Raven’s Standard and 
Advanced Progressive and 
the Mill-Hill Vocabulary 
Scale 
BF small ↑ in IQ at age 2 in 
girls but not boys. 
BF ↔ association with the 
other IQ growth factors in 
girls nor in boys 
Socioeconomic status, mother’s age at 
birth and gestational stage 
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Wadsworth & Richards 
(1998) 
United States 
Prospective study N = 5362 







(ability to complete an 
unfinished sentence with an 
appropriate word), reading, 
and vocabulary 
 
↑ association between BF 
and cognitive performance  
Adjusted: association went 
away adjusting for either 
parental occupation, 
maternal education, or 
maternal cognitive 
performance. An 
association between BF and 
cognitive function was not 
found for mothers of these 
offspring 
Paternal occupation, maternal 
education, maternal cognitive 
performance, attendance at nursery 
school, and maternal age at birth of the 
participant 
Whitehouse et al. (2010) 
Australia 
Prospective study N = 1195 
BF data collected: 1989-
1992 
Yes/no 
Duration: never BF, 
BF predominately for 
>6mo 
Age: 5 and 10 yrs. 
PPVT-R (language) 
↑ BF duration of 
predominant BF ↑ PPVT-R 
scores at age 10 
Adjusted: Predominately 
BF for >6mo had mean 
PPVT-score that was 
4.04pts ↑ than children not 
BF 
Sociodemographic factors recorded at 
18 weeks pregnancy (maternal age at 
conception, maternal education, family 
income, and the presence of the 
biological father in the family home),  
Maternal smoking and alcohol 
consumption during pregnancy, 
maternal experience of stressful events 
during pregnancy). Parity, gestational 
age, child’s sex, and proportion of 
optimal birth weight, a measure of the 
fetus and parenting style 
Wigg et al. (1998) 
Australia 
Prospective study N = 723 
Years BF data collected: 
1979-1982 
Yes/no 
Breast, bottle-fed or 
mixed 
Duration: 6,15, and 
24mo 
Ages: 2,4,7,11-13 
Bayley Scales of Infant 
Development, McCarthy 
Scales of Children’s 
Abilities, WIS for children  
Adjustment: BF children 
had 3.4, 1.3, and 0.8 point 
↑ advantage on the Bayley 
Scales of Infant 
Development Index at 2yrs,  
McCarthy Scales of 
Children’s Abilities at age 
4yrs, and WIS for children 
at 7 and 11-13yrs compared 
to bottle-fed children 
Parental SES, quality of the care-giving 
environment, Maternal IQ, gender, 
maternal age, birth weight, birth rank, 
parental smoking habits, parents living 
together, and lifetime average blood 
lead concentrations at various ages  
Abbreviations: ASQ, Ages and Stages Questionnaire; AH4 Alice Heim group test IQ measures verbal and mathematical reasoning ability; BAS, British Abilities Scale; BSID II, the Bayley Scales of Infant Development; BCA, 
Broad Cognitive Abilities – Standard Scale, BBDTVMI, Beery-Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration; btwn, between; BF, breast-feeding; BFE, breast-fed exclusively; California Verbal Learning Test–
Children’s Version (CVLT); CDI, Communicative Development Inventory; FTII, CESD, Center for epidemiological studies depression scale; dev., development; ed, education; Fagan Test of Infant Intelligence; Home Screening 
Questionnaire (HSQ); IPTW, inverse probability of treatment weights; never breast-fed (NBF); socioeconomic status (SES); intelligence quotient (IQ); month (mo); year (yr); Standard Attainment Test (SAT);    PIAT, Peabody 
individual achievement test; PVT, Picture Vocabulary Test; PPVT, Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, propensity scores (PS); (); low birth weight (LBW); women infants and children food benefit program (WIC); Korean Version 
of (K-BSID-II); parent report, 2nd Edition; Kaufman Assessment Battery for children-second edition (KABC-II); Standard of Living Index (SLI), The Batería Woodcock- Muñoz-Revisada 32 (the parallel Spanish version of the 
Woodcock-Johnson-Revised), the short form of the Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency, Preschool Language Scale-3rd Edition (PLS 3rd Ed); Small gestational age (SGA); WISC-R; Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children-Revised; WISC/WIS, Wechsler Intelligence Scale; WPPSI-R, Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence; WRAVMA-Revised, Wide Range Assessment of Visual Motor Abilities; WJ-R Woodcock-Johnson 
Revised Tests of Achievement; visual evoked potential (VEP).  







Table 1.2 Studies with participants age ≥ 25 years 
 
Study and location         Study design        Study population     Breast-fed assessment        Age assessed        Cognitive and              Confounders adjusted for       
                                                      and exposure              Assessment tool  Education Outcomes 
                                 
                                  
Elwood et al. (2005) 
Wales  
 
Prospective study N=779 male age 60-74 
Data collected: 1979-83, 
1994-8 
Yes/no 
Duration <3 mo, >3mo 
NART pre-morbid IQ, AH4, 
CRT 
Adjusted BF duration non-
significant trend ↑ test 
performance if birth weight 
> average. No BF + low 
birth weight ↓ cog. 
function (about 4%) 
Participant education level,  manual 
labor, birth order, family size, smoking, 
leisure activities, paternal  employment, 
and type of job 
Mortensen et al. (2002) 
Denmark 
Prospective study BPP Sample: N = 3773 men  
Date BF data collected: 
1959-1961 
WAIS Sample: N = 973 
men and women 
Date BF data collected: 
1982-1994 
 
Duration: exclusive BF 
and total duration of 
BF 
WAIS sample: 27.2yrs 
Børge Priens Prøve sample: 
18.7yrs 
BPP: 45-min group test with 
4 subtests (letter matrices, 
verbal analogies, number 
series, and geometric 
figures) 
WAIS: Verbal, 
Performance, and Full Scale 
IQs (Danish test norms)  
↑ BF duration ↑ scores on 
the verbal, performance, 
and full scale WAIS IQs 
Adjusted model: the mean 
full scale WAIS IQs were 
99.4, 101.7, 102.3, 106.0 
and 104.0 for BF durations 
of  < 1mo, 2-3 mo, 4-6mo, 
7-9mo and >9mo, 
respectively 
Mean scores on the BPP 
were 38.0, 39.2, 39.9, 40.1, 
and 40.1  
Gestational age, birth weight, and birth 
length, parental social status, education, 
single mother status, mother height and 
weight gain during pregnancy and 
cigarette consumption during the third 
trimester, number of pregnancies, and 
indexes of pregnancy, and delivery 
complications  
Rantalainen et al. (2018) 
Finland  
 
Prospective study N = 931 men 
Date BF data collected: 
1943-1944 
Yes/no 
Duration: never, 0-3,  
3-6, and 6mo and > 
Ages: 20.2 and 67.9 years 
Finnish Defense Forces 
Basic Intellectual Ability 
Test (total and verbal, math 
and visuospatial subtest 
scores) 
At 20.2 yrs., BF men had ↑ 
cognitive ability total, 
visuospatial subset scores. 
Longer BF duration 
predicted ↑ cognitive 
ability total, math and 
visuospatial subtest scores  
At 67.9 yrs., BF men had ↑ 
total cognitive ability and 
subtest scores. Longer 
duration predicted all 
cognitive ability scores. 
Verbal subtest scores 
decreased over 5 decades in 
men who were never BF or 
were BF for 3 mo or <, and 
increased in those BF for 
longer than 3mo 
Weight, length ponderal index, 
gestational age, birth mother’s age at 
delivery and parity extracted from 
hospital records. Estimates of growth in 
weight, height and BMI between birth 
and 6, and between 6 and 24 months 
based on child welfare clinic records; 
mother’s and father’s occupational 
status in childhood, child welfare or 
school health care records; highest own 
attained level of education in adulthood 
and marital status. Diagnosis of stroke, 
coronary heart disease and any mental 
disorder until cognitive ability retest at 
age 67.9 years derived from the Finnish 
Hospital Discharge Register, and the 
participant’s age at the cognitive ability 
testing 
Richards et al. (2002) 
United States 
Prospective study N = 5362 adults 
Date BF data collected: 
1997-2007 
Duration: never, up to 
2 mo, 2-7, or > 7 mo 
Age: 53 yrs. 
Reading ability, verbal 
memory, verbal fluency, 
attention, speed and 
concentration.  
NART (reading ability, 
verbal memory, verbal 
↑ BF duration ↑ 
educational attainment 
independent of early 
childhood background 
↑ BF duration ↑ NART 
outcomes at 53 years 
independent of social 
Childhood: Sex, measures of family 
background (parental social class, 
maternal education, birth order, parental 
interest in education, and material home 
conditions)  
Adult: SES and educational attainment 
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fluency, attention, speed and 
concentration)  
background, educational 
attainment and adult social 
class  
Both largely accounted for 
by cognitive ability at 15 
years. 
↔ effect of BF on timed 
visual search or verbal 
memory at 53 years 
*Victora et al. (2015) 
Brazil  
 
Prospective study N = 3493  




BF as the age when 
foods other than breast-
milk, teas, or water 
were introduced, 
exclusive (not in 
analysis), never BF 
was combined with <1 
mo. 
Age: 30.2yrs 
WAIS-3 (math, digit 
symbol, similarities, and 
picture completion subtests.  
Educational attainment 
recorded as highest grade 
completed successfully.  
Income. 
Adjusted: ↑ BF durations 
of total BF and 
predominant BF associated 
with ↑ IQ, educational 
attainment, and income  
Dose-response associations 
with BF duration for IQ 
and educational attainment 
and income 
Confounder-adjusted 
analysis, BF for 12 mo or 
more had ↑ IQ scores, more 
years of education and 
higher monthly incomes 
compared to those who 
were BF for < 1 mo.  
Monthly family income, maternal 
education, maternal smoking during 
pregnancy, maternal age, maternal pre-
pregnancy body-mass index, type of 
delivery (caesarean or vaginal), 
gestational age, and birth weight .  
During 1984 and 1986: parental 
education, household assets index, and 
genomic ancestry 
Abbreviations: AH4 test, Alice Heim group test IQ measures verbal and mathematical reasoning ability; BF, breast-feeding; BPP, Børge Priens Prøve; CRT, choice reaction time; IQ, intelligence quotient; mo, month; NART, 
National Adult Reading Test, SES, Socioeconomic Status; WAIS, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale 





















Records identified through database 
searching 
























Records after duplicates removed 
(n = 314) 
Studies screened 
(n = 679) 
Full-text studies assessed for eligibility 
(n = 414) 
Full-text articles excluded, with reasons 
(n = 337) 
• Review article 
• Wrong outcomes 
• Wrong study design 
• Irrelevant/too far from Review 
goal 
• Wrong time period 
• Wrong patient population 
Studies included in qualitative 
synthesis 
(n = 73) 
Studies excluded 
(n = 232) 






Table 3.1  Original data and imputed sample characteristics 
 
Original Data (N=6504) Imputed Data (N=6504) 
 
Variable                    Breast-fed   Not-Breast-fed   p- value                                     Breast-fed      Not-Breast-fed                     p value 
      n = 5,524        n = 980       
        n (%)            n (%)      
Duration 5524  980  <0.01  N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4  <0.01  
  Less than 3 months 789 (31.6)    866.6      
  3 - 6 months 567 (22.7)    615.4     
  6 - 9 months 400 (16.0)    433.8     
  9 - 12 months 334 (13.4)    387     
  ≥ 12 months 404 (16.2)    469     
Age of Adolescent N = 1838 N = 2237 <0.01  N = 2148.6 N = 2582.4  <0.01  
  10 or younger 0 (0.0) 1 (0.0)   10.0 1.0    
  11 10 (0.5) 3 (0.1)   241.8 3.0    
  12 224 (12.2) 206 (9.2)   326.2 224.2    
  13 299 (16.3) 330 (14.8)   396.2 363.8    
  14 355 (19.4) 415 (18.6)   396.4 462.2    
  15 321 (17.5) 432 (19.3)   379.0 488.0    
  16 331 (18.1) 394 (17.6)   395.8 464.2    
  17 234 (12.8) 352 (15.7)   310.8 432.2    
  18 49 (2.7) 92 (4.1)   74.0 125.0    
  19 or older 9.0 (0.5) 12 (0.5)   14.6 20.4    
Sex N = 2494 N = 3030 .176  N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4  .268  
 Male 1232 (49.4) 1441 (47.6)   1421.4 1726.2    
 Female 1262 (50.6) 1589 (52.4)   1534.2 1822.2    
Race  N = 2234 N = 2824 <0.01  N = 2625.2 N = 3266.8  <0.01  
  Black 374 (16.7) 921 (32.6)   517.2 1083.8    
  White 1860 (83.3) 1903 (67.4)   2108 2183    
Mother Education N = 2398 N = 2871 <0.01  N = 2776 N = 3301  <0.01  
  Less than High School 413 (16.6) 751 (24.8)   410.4 689.6    
  High School 1134 (45.5) 1681 (55.5)   1291 1933.0    
  College 649 (26.0) 445 (14.7)   737.6 503.4    
  Professional 298 (11.9) 153 (5.0)   337 175.0    
Mother Occupation N = 2396 N = 2887 <0.01  N = 2778.4 N = 3322.6  <0.01  
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  None 283 (11.8) 478 (16.6)   342.2 545.8    
  Management and  
  Professional 
873 (36.4) 740 (25.6)   996.2 836.8    
  Service 165 (6.9) 291 (10.1)   197.8 334.2    
  Sales, office, 
  Administrative 
  support 
502 (21.0) 671(23.2)   569.0 784.0    
 Natural resources,  
 Construction, and  
 Maintenance  
46 (1.9) 55 (1.9)   49.8 66.2    
  Production, 
Transportation, and 
Material moving 
95 (4.0) 231 (8.0)   131.6 252.4    
Other 432 (18.0) 421 (14.6)   491.8 503.2    
Father Education N = 1873 N = 1983 <0.01  N = 2170.2 N = 2323.8  <0.01  
  Less than High School 261 (13.9) 421 (21.2)   332.2 506.8    
  High School 784 (41.9) 1100 (55.5)   926.0 1272.0    
  College 497 (26.5) 331 (16.7)   543.2 378.8    
  Professional 331 (16.7) 131 (6.6)   368.8 166.2    
Father Occupation N = 1874 N = 2000 <0.01  N = 2175.2 N = 2343.8  <0.01  
  None 65 (3.5) 99 (5.0)   172.2 114.8    
  Management and  
  Professional 
744 (39.7) 449 (22.5)   81.2 535.2    
  Service 91 (4.9) 106 (5.3)   827.8 131.6    
  Sales, office, 
  Administrative 
  support 
140 (7.5) 129 (6.5)   114.4 149.6    
 Natural resources,  
 Construction, and  
 Maintenance  
388 (20.7) 566 (28.3)   156.4 646.4    
  Production, 
Transportation, and 
Material moving 
203 (10.8) 358 (17.9)   453.6 413.6    
Other 242 (12.9) 293 (14.6)   249.4 352.6    
Resident location N = 2469 N =2995 <0.01  N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4  <0.01  
  Urban 1354 (54.8) 1466 (48.9)   1605.8 1798.4    
  Non-Urban 1115 (45.2) 1529 (51.1)   1349.8 1750    
Mother smoking N = 2392 N = 1892 <0.01  N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4  <0.01  
  Yes 1030 (43.1) 1498 (51.8)   1704.6 1854.8    
  No 1362 (56.9) 1394 (48.2)   1251.0 1693.6    
Warm & loving N = 2404 N = 2893 .087  N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4  .263  
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  Strongly agree 23 (1.0) 27 (0.9)   32.6 35.4  .263  
  Agree 49 (2.0) 95 (3.3)   61.4 128.0    
  Neither agree or disagree 127 (5.3) 152 (5.3)   160.6 189.6    
  Disagree 924 (38.4) 1120 (38.7)   1135.2 1420.8    
  Strongly disagree 1283 (53.3) 1499 (51.8)   1565.8 1774.6    
Number of children, (mean, 
SD) 
N = 2487 N = 3002   N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4    
 2.63 (1.5) 2.43 (1.3) <0.01  2.62 2.50  .054  
Birth weight of child N = 2330 N = 2744   N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4    
 3.42 (.52) 3.31 (.55) <0.01  3.42 3.31  .088  
Financial Adversity Index N = 1393 N = 1633   N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4    
 2.38 (.71) 2.45 (.70)   0.02  2.45 2.47  .998  
PPVT score N = 2393 N = 2917   N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4    
 104.4 (15.2) 98.42 (14.4) <0.01  103.39 98.32  .002  
Memory recall score N = 1976 N = 2425   N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4    
 4.33 (1.5) 4.08 (1.5) <0.01  4.24 4.07  .114  
GPA N = 1597 N = 1810   N = 2955.6 N = 3548.4    
 2.77 (.80) 2.48 (.83) <0.01  2.70 2.40  .015  
 
Note. α = 0.05 












Table 3.2  Generalized linear model: Dependent variable = GPA 
 
Characteristic Estimate, b (95% CI) p value 
Black (ref=White) -0.39 (-0.47, -0.31) <0.01 
Breast-fed (ref=Not breast-fed) 0.15 (0.8, 0.21) <0.01 
Mother-love (range 0-6 high) 0.09 (0.5, 0.14) <0.01 
Female (ref=Male) 0.45 (0.39, 0.52) <0.01 
Resident Mother’s Education (ref=< HS)   
  Mother HS 0.28 (0.16, 0.39) 0.01 
   College 0.52 (0.39, 0.65) <0.01 
  Professional 0.62 (0.46, 0.77) <.001 
  Resident Mother’s Occupation (ref=None)   
  Professional 0.37 (0.8, 0.66) .012 
  Service 0.09 (-0.22, 0.39) .585 
  Office 0.32 (0.3, 0.61) .031 
  Construction 0.36 (-0.3, 0.76) .073 
  Transportation 0.15 (-0.16, 0.46) .342 
  Other 0.36 (0.58, 0.66) .019 
Resident Mother smoking (ref=No) -0.24 (-0.31, -0.18) <0.01 











Note. p < 0.05 
Note. CI = 95 % confidence interval 
	 	
Birth weight (gm) 0.03 (-04, 0.9) .404 
Resident location: Rural (ref=Urban) 0.17 (0.11, 0.24) <0.01 
Financial Adversity (range 0-4 most adversity) 0.05 (-0.00, 0.09) .062 





Figure 3.1 GPA, Picture vocabulary test (PVT) and Number recall tasks score by breast-feeding duration and race (left to right).  























Figure 3.2 Estimated marginal means GPA, Picture vocabulary test score and number recall model effects for the breast-feeding duration by racial group with and without 
Mother’s-love variable.  
Other covariates in model = maternal education, maternal occupation, paternal education, paternal occupation, residential location (urban/not-urban), family size and birth weight.  
Without ML = Without Mother’s-love variable 
















Table 4.1  REGARDS Sample demographic characteristics. 
Variable Breast-fed = 7,275 Not Breast-fed = 3,297 Unknown = 2,638  
 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD F  p value 
         
Age (yrs.) 65.6 8.5 60.0 7.9 64.3 8.3 506.0 <0.01* 
 N % N         % N % x2 p value 
Sex 49.6 4.2 51.8 3.60 50.9 3.4 321.3 <0.01 
  Female 














         
Race 7275 55.1      3297         25.0 2638 20.0 x2 = 96.37 <0.01* 
     Black 2466 33.9 843 25.6 702 26.6 - - 
     White 4809 66.1 2454 74.4 1936 73.4 - - 
              
Region 7275 55.1 3297 25.0 2638 20.0 x2 = 7.17 .305 
    Urban   
    Rural 
























         
   Education 7274 55.1 3297 25.0 2638 20.0 x2 = 49.4 <0.01* 
  < HS 538 63.1 157 18.4 158 18.5 - - 
  HS diploma or    
  GED 
1778 57.2 715 23.0 617 19.8 - - 
  Some college  
  no degree  
1887 54.4 930 26.8 650 18.7 - - 
  College degree  
  or > 
3071 53.1 1495 25.9 1213 21.0 - - 
Maternal 
Education 
6683 55.8 3085 25.7 2215 18.5 x2 = 350.0 <0.01* 
  < HS 3638 64.5 1135 20.1 865 15.3 - - 
HS/GED 1461 46.2 1031 32.6 670 21.2 - - 
Some college 807 49.7 460 28.3 356 21.9 - - 
Some voc/prof 
school 
486 48.3 310 30.8 210 20.9 - - 
Some grad 
school & > 
291 52.5 149 26.9 114 20.6 - - 
         
Paternal 
Education 
6232 55.7 2904 26.0 2052 18.3 x2 = 260.0 <0.01* 
  < HS 3698 62.8 1280 21.7 915 15.5 - - 
HS/GED 1081 47.2 724 31.6 485 21.2 - - 
Some college 658 47.0 439 31.4 303 21.6 - - 
Some voc/prof 
school 
401 52.1 208 27.0 161 20.9 - - 
Some grad 
school & > 
394 47.2 253 30.3 188 22.5 - - 
         
Income 7275 55.1 3297 25.0 2638 20.0 x2 = 96.0 <0.01* 
  <$20k 969 61.1 333 21.0 283 17.9 - - 
  $20k-34k 1704 58.5 663 22.8 545 18.7 - - 
  $35k-$74k 2447 54.7 1139 25.5 887 19.8 - - 
  $75k & > 1414 50.2 833 29.6 570 20.2 - - 
  Refused 741 52.1 329 23.1 353 24.8 - - 






Note.  yrs. = years; HS = High school; GED =  General Education Diploma; voc = vocational; prof = professional; grad =graduate; 
admin = administrative 




Occupation 6173 55.1 2809 25.1 2222 19.8 x2 = 57.7 <0.01* 
   Management 
 & Professional 
3105 53.9 1486 25.8 1167 20.3 - - 
Service 539 54.7 260 26.4 186 18.9 - - 
Sales, office, 
admin. support 
















728 60.7 247 20.6 224 18.7 - - 
Military 107 66.5 27 16.8 27 16.8 - - 
 
96	 	
Table 4.2 Complete Case Unadjusted and Final Adjusted Model for SIS test 
 
                      Unadjusted Model                                                       Adjusted Model         
Variable B	 SE	 p	value	 B	 SE	 p	value	
Breastfed (ref) -	 -	 -	 - - - 
  Not breast-fed 0.05 0.02 < 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.53 
  Unknown -0.03 0.01    0.06 0.00 0.02 0.96 
Age - - - -0.00 0.00 <0.01 
Sex 
  Female (ref) 
  Male 










   Black (ref) 
   White 










  College and > (ref) 
- - - - - - 
  < HS - - - -027 0.02 <0.01 
  HS diploma/GED - - - -0.13 0.01 <0.01 
  Some college no 
  degree 













Table 4.3 Complete Case Unadjusted and Final Adjusted Model for Word List Learning test 
 
                      Unadjusted Model                                                       Adjusted Model         
Variable B SE p value B SE p value 
Breastfed (ref) - - - - - - 
  Not breast-fed 1.22 0.13 < 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.85 
  Unknown -0.25430 0.11 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.47 
Age - - - -0.18 0.00 < 0.01 
Sex 
  Female (ref) 
  Male 










  Black (ref) 
  White 










College and > (ref) 
- - - - - - 
 < HS - - - -4.00 0.17 < 0.01 
 HS diploma/GED - - - -2.10 0.10 < 0.01 
 Some college no  
degree 














Table 4.4 Complete Case Unadjusted and Final Adjusted Model for Word List Learning Delay test 
 
                      Unadjusted Model                                                       Adjusted Model         
Variable B SE p value B SE p value 
Breastfed (ref) - - - - - - 
  Not breast-fed 0.48 0.06 < 0.01 -0.00 0.05 1.00 
  Unknown -0.05 0.05 0.34 0.07 0.04 0.12 
Age - - - -0.07 0.00 < 0.01 
Sex 
  Female (ref) 
  Male 










  Black (ref) 
  White 










College and > (ref) 
- - - - - - 
 < HS - - - -1.41 0.07 < 0.01 
 HS diploma/GED - - - -0.69 0.04 < 0.01 
 Some college no 
  degree 













Table 4.5 Complete Case Unadjusted and Final Adjusted Model for Animal Fluency test 
 
                      Unadjusted Model                                                       Adjusted Model         
Variable B SE p value B SE p value 
Breastfed (ref) - - - - - - 
  Not breast-fed 0.86 0.15 <0.01 -0.01 0.14 1.00 
  Unknown -0.57 0.13 <0.01 0.01 0.12 0.87 
Age - - - -0.20 0.00 < 0.01 
Sex 
  Female (ref) 
  Male 










  Black (ref) 
  White 










College and > (ref) 
- - - - - - 
 < HS - - - -4.58 0.20 < 0.01 
 HS diploma/GED - - - -3.20 0.12 < 0.01 
 Some college no  
  degree 


















Table 4.6 Complete Case Unadjusted and Final Adjusted Model for Letter Fluency test 
 
                      Unadjusted Model                                                       Adjusted Model         
Variable B SE p value B SE p value 
Breastfed (ref) - - - - - - 
Not breast-fed 0.55 0.12 <0.01 0.09 0.12 0.46 
Unknown -0.21 0.12 0.05 0.02 0.10 0.87 





























College and > (ref) 
- - - - - - 
< HS - - - -4.20 0.17 < 0.01 
HS diploma/GED - - - -2.68 0.10 < 0.01 
Some college no 
degree 


















Table 4.7 Complete Case Unadjusted and Final Adjusted Model for MOCA test 
 
                      Unadjusted Model                                                       Adjusted Model         
Variable B SE p value B SE p value 
Breastfed (ref) - - - - - - 
Not breast-fed 0.38 0.04 <0.01 0.13 0.04 < 0.01 
Unknown 0.02 0.03 0.58 0.07 0.03 0.02 


























College and > (ref) 
- - - - - - 
< HS - - - -0.70 0.05 < 0.01 
HS diploma/GED - - - -0.25 0.03 < 0.01 
Some college no 
degree 
- - - -0.10 0.03 < 0.01 
 
Note.  yrs. = years; HS = High school; GED =  General Education Diploma; voc = vocational; prof = professional; grad =graduate; admin = administrative 
* p < 0.05 
 
	
	
